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TOWERS 2021

SHOP NOW!

This is my first year at the school and my first time editing the

magazine. In order to understand the structure, I spent many

hours going through past issues and as a consequence, I feel as if

I have come to know the school community well. This only serves

to reinforce my belief that our shared memories are crucial to

preserving the life of the Penrith Selective High School community

and your part in it. This publication would not be possible without

the work of our wonderful students, in particular the Towers team-

Athena Auw, Rachel Mathew, Joshua Gange, Papri Mallick, Olivia

Lee, Alisha Ahmed and Eric Ruan and last but definitely not least

Yaashvanthi Murugan, whose skil ls in multimedia and organisation

are almost superhuman and I can't thank her enough for all of her

hard work on this edition.

I hope that as you look back at Towers in years to come many

fond memories will be awakened. 

Attribution- Colourisation of the cover photo was done by Penrith

Selective High School Student Alumnus Mr. Derek Thompson.

-Lisa Roberts

MEMORIES
There is no doubt that our memories are an integral

part of our lives, and it can be argued that the

memories of our days at school are some of the most

important in forming our identities.

Penrith Selective High School’s annual publication,

'Towers' is a magazine that is created by students and

staff at the school, in which they work together to

foster a shared memory of the events and experiences

of the academic year.

It is upon reflection of the year that was, that we start

to understand the important, and meaningful, events in

our lives and I think that it is fair to say, that 2021

certainly provided some memorable moments.
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Principal's Report

It is a privilege to contribute to Towers and what a year it
has been.
After a settled return to the school year at the end of
January, we ran all of our regular events including our
carnivals, School Spirit Week and a highlight, being our first
ever win at Quad Schools and becoming the first school
outside of Baulkham Hills to do so. Well done to everyone
involved!

At the end of Term 2, COVID numbers began to increase
and in the final week of the school holidays, the government
announced that schools would close and learning from home
would return. The weeks at home increased as the COVID
numbers stubbornly escalated. The students, staff and
families were even more amazing than they were last year
as the challenges of a much longer period at home caused
additional stress and the high stakes decision about the Trial
HSC exams. Eventually, they were cancelled, and students
undertook a large number of practice exams.
The school eventually came back to life at the start of week
4 of term 4. Masks remained mandatory indoors and on
public transport and the delayed HSC commenced a month
later than normal.
For all of the challenges the school and wider community
faced in 2021, there is much to celebrate as you will see in
this edition of Towers.

Our 2020 HSC results were outstanding. A highlight being
Holly Gerard’s inclusion in the NSW Young Writers Showcase
for her Extension 2 piece, Saudade. The 2020 NAPLAN
results were our best ever and marked 5 years of an
impressive upward trend. 
Nicholas Whelan and Sinduja Sureshkumar (year 12) were
recognised for their efforts with Minister’s Awards for
Excellence and the school was featured on the national
breakfast show, Sunrise, as the lead school for the health
initiative, Push Ups for Mental Health.

Our delayed 70th Anniversary celebrations were once again
interrupted, but we are confident that the twice delayed
luncheon will be held in March 2022. My thanks to the
organising committee of alumni for their ongoing
commitment and tenacious approach to seeing this event
through. A positive from COVID was that it provided us with
the opportunity to complete the 70th Anniversary Captains’
Book with insights from almost 90 of the school’s former
captains over 7 decades. A deep dive into the archives
finalised the list of Prefects, Vice Captains and Duxes from
1950-2021. The Vice Captains have now been added to the
honour boards to mark their contribution to the school’s
culture.

Our facilities upgrade program continued this year with
many projects being completed due to the support from
families, alumni and the Department of Education. A
highlight has been the construction of the Indigenous
Yarning Circle near the cricket nets. The project was led by
Alumna, Divinia Eather (2017) and her family company.
Engaging 100% Indigenous businesses and local Elders, the
space has afforded the school community a place to learn
deeply about culture and authentically connect with each
other. COVID has prevented the official opening until 2022,
but we look forward to seeing the space evolve in the years
ahead.
Thank you to all of the staff who have been exceptional this
year. Our students are very fortunate to have such a
committed, talented and caring group of staff guiding them
through their secondary education. 
Finally, thank you to our new Teacher/Librarian, Mrs Lisa
Roberts and her student team for delivering another edition
of Towers. Few schools have a continuously published annual
chronicle like Penrith High. Every edition is a wonderful
insight into the school and, as we continue to navigate a
global pandemic, this edition of Towers will be valuable for
us and future members of the school. Thank you for your
tireless efforts.
My best wishes to all students, staff, families and alumni and
thank you for another very successful year. I wrote last year
in hope of a more normal year in 2021. I know that we all
hope for normality to return in 2022.

Mark Long
Principal

B.PE, B.Ed, M.Ed (Lead)
 



Deputy's Report
Ms. Jaclyn Cush

Every year brings positive change. This includes a
few additions to our staff and a new cohort of Year
7 students! 

The Year 7 cohort of 2021 have been remarkable.
They have proven themselves to be agile, astute and
compassionate. Early in the year 150 Year 7 students
excitedly embarked on their first camp of high
school. Three days later they returned tired,
desperate for some TV and with a bag full of dirty
clothes. However, they also returned with many
memories and new friendships that will hopefully last
a lifetime. I look forward to working closely with our
Year 7 students, families and their Year Adviser, Ms
Alrubai closely over the next 5 years. 

Year 10 welcomed many new students to the cohort
in 2021 as they began their journey to senior school.
As part of this beginning transition into the senior
school, 40 exceptional Year 10 students supported
our incoming Year 7 students to adjust to life at high
school. I am excited to see the ways in which each
of our current Year 10 students grow with leadership
opportunities in the final two years of their
schooling. 

In 2021 we were also delighted to welcome many
new staff including our new Teacher Librarian, Mrs
Lisa Roberts who has taken the lead on this edition
of Towers. Each of our new staff members bring their
own set of strengths and a positive, sensitive
approach to meeting our students' academic and
emotional needs.

In my report for last year’s Towers Magazine, I
began by addressing the evolving COVID-19
pandemic. In 2021 it continued to be a critical
part of our year and recent events have been
extremely challenging for our community, more
so than we could have ever imagined in 2020. I
remain grateful to our students, families, and
staff for their tolerance, understanding, and
resilience. It is these traits that define us and
make us stronger in this unprecedented period of
unpredictability. Despite over 65 days of learning
from home, the academic year continued thanks
to investments in technology, remote learning
and, most importantly, an unwavering
commitment to learning from our whole
community. 

Finally, thank you to everyone who is helping
prepare for the end of the school year and the
beginning of a bigger and even better one. Your
dedication to ensuring that Penrith Selective
High School remains a celebrated and thriving
place to learn and grow is admirable. I eagerly
look forward to greeting students and families in
2022. It is still a great honour and privilege to
come to work each day at Penrith.

Jaclyn Cush
Deputy Principal

 



Deputy's Report

Mr. Brian Ferguson

What an interesting year… one that we will talk
about for years to come. I have been incredibly
privileged to be part of a school community
that values learning. Not only in the academic
space but also in the cocurricular and
wellbeing areas. 
Year 12 seemed to be the year group that
never left. The postponement of the HSC for a
month and the doubt over whether there would
or would not be a trial HSC.  Wait… maybe
there will not be a HSC this year? Will there be
facemasks for exams – yes!!! A formal? Not a
chance!!! Hang on yes there is… but only for the
double vaccinated. Oh wait, the no vaccinated
can come as an exception under the public
health orders. Well, at the time of writing this
they could. 
Thankyou year 12 for being so flexible and
adaptive. It was incredible to see your
resilience throughout. You have always been a
pleasure to work with. I had the incredible
opportunity over the years to also work with Ms
Grice. Ms Grice worked behind the scenes in
ways that you may never fully understand (I
know some of you do) to ensure you were cared
for. 

Year 9 was a year group that shows huge
potential. They have come a long way since
year 7 and the maturity and leadership that is
being demonstrated is exciting. Mr Huynh and I
saw wonderful growth though the year 9
Somerset Camp. Yes, it was cold… Traveling
around the different camp sites I was
wonderfully impressed by the way you were all
bonding as a year group. Out of all the COVID
issues I was glad we were able to attend this
camp. I feel as a year group you didn’t miss
this important milestone. You also got to do
NAPLAN – and what great results!!! 

Brian Ferguson 
Deputy Principal

 



Deputy's Report
Ms. Doris Lee

It is with great pleasure that I contribute to the Towers
Magazine as Deputy Principal. I would like to acknowledge
the remarkable tenacity and outstanding contribution of
members of the PSHS school community.

At the beginning of the year, Year 11 students had an
amazing time at Collaroy Camp. The students enjoyed two
days of team-based activities and study skills sessions led by
our highly experienced Academic Advisers. The camp
allowed students to develop essential study skills which are
vital for Year 11 students as they transitioned into senior
school. Thank you to our dedicated staff for their
outstanding organisation and for being extremely proactive
during camp.

Our PSHS teaching staff have experienced two years of
constant change and challenge. Their positive attitude,
commitment to learning new technologies and adapting
their pedagogy and their care for students has been
remarkable. 

The introduction of technologies extended to our Open
Night which was delivered via Zoom as we showcased to the
community all the wonderful work and curriculum offerings
at our school. Our faculty head teachers presented and
advised students and parents of the courses and co-
curricular offerings, and wonderful work that is happening
across the school. Thank you to all staff for making this a
great success.

PSHS students have also shown that they are resilient and
capable of adapting to change. Our students approach a
challenge. In managing the disappointment of not being
able to meet and learn alongside their friends, having their
co-curricular activities cancelled or moved online; and the
cancellation of many significant celebrations, our students
have shown remarkable resilience. Overcoming such
difficulties and navigating through such unprecedented
times are an important lesson that they can draw upon in the
future. 

On the first day as we returned to face to face learning, I
spent my recess and lunch wandering the playground and
connecting with the Year 8 and Year 11 cohort. It was lovely
to see the playground filled with chatter, laughter and
excitement as students reconnected with their friends and
staff and relished in being back in this familiar, welcoming
environment. I experienced a strong sense of ‘coming home’
amongst the students and many students felt very much at
home. It was a beautiful feeling and demonstrated our
students' strong connection with our school. 

It was a rewarding year as we navigated through these
challenges so successfully and I applaud our students and
staff for their wonderful work and their perseverance during
the learning from home period.

Doris Lee
Deputy Principal

 



What a journey. With all the twists and turns, numerous lockdowns, online learning and the
delayed HSC, who would have thought it’d finally be over. But, despite this, we had
highlights like no other grade before, from being the reigning Quadschool champions and
putting those ego-driven kids from Girraween in their place to achieving the best HSC
English results that our school had ever seen.

As you venture off on this journey to university or whatever be, we encourage all of you to
be bold and take on all the opportunities that arise. Those who haven’t been fortunate
enough to get into their desired degree, don’t give up. There’s always another pathway so
let the resilience you have learnt from 2021 pave your future. As Mr Long told us, “Rome
wasn’t built in a day.”

-Kokulaan Santhakumar, School Captain 2020-2021, on behalf of the School Captains

Captains & Vice Captains



Our term as the 2020/21 Prefect Body was spent focused on mental health awareness and social
action, connecting Penrith’s students throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. With the new
introduction of a Wellbeing Prefect portfolio, the Prefects were glad to be able to run school-wide
events that interacted with the community at large, such as R U OK Day, Make A Move, Mullets For
Mental Health and the Blanket and Beanie Appeal as well as cultural events such as Lunar New
Year. We were proud to have our Prefects attending a variety of Prefect Afternoon Teas across the
Sydney area strengthening our connections with other schools. Thank you so much to the teaching
staff and students that supported the Prefect body through this, especially Ms. Pipio, Mr. Long and
the executive body and the SRC, Multimedia Team and school clubs. Thank you in addition to the
students who led the Prefect Body, Ashvini Dolamulla, Kokulaan Santhakumar, Shameer Iftikhar,
Elizabeth Santoso, Alyna Arago and Zach Wan.

Cedric Kutschera, on behalf of the 2020-2021 Prefect body

Prefects



Elected in 2020 and with our term extending until mid-2021, it is reasonable to say that this year's
SRC Representatives encountered a year unlike any other. Whilst it was challenging navigating the
added complexities of COVID regulations and lockdown, these unforeseen circumstances
encouraged us to innovate in our methods of delivery of school spirit events throughout the year.
From Pink Up Penrith to World Teacher's Day, 12 Days of Christmas to Spirit Week, Halloween to
the Bandaged Bear Appeal, and last but not least, Multicultural Day, there was no shortage of
highlights as we looked to provide a beacon of enjoyment and school spirit in two years otherwise
pervaded by lockdowns. Our amazing team drawn from students from Years 7 through to 12
worked cohesively as a team to develop and implement these initiatives, learning and growing
throughout. It was a true honour to work with such a great collection of young leaders, each of
whom contributed significantly through their dedication to the SRC strategic goals of school
spirit, community engagement, and student wellbeing. 

Gabriel Cant
SRC President 2020-21

SRC



The SRC also had the responsibility of organising the vibrant Multicultural Day! It was an
amazing experience for everyone to be engaged in such a rich diversity of culture throughout
our school. Everyone was provided a great opportunity to have a taste of some amazing foods
within different cultures in many different stalls and watch a colourful set of multicultural
performances by talented volunteers in our student body. It was so amazing seeing so many
people in their cultural attire, and the day was a great time that lifted our school spirit. We felt
it was a great colourful way to end the term, and hope that it was as much of a great time for
you as it was for us. Thank you again to everyone that put so much work and effort into making
the day great, especially our food stall leaders, participants, performers, staff, other organisers
of the event, and to everyone who enjoyed Multicultural Day. It wouldn’t have been such a great
event without you all!
Luke Byun
SRC Treasurer 2020-21

Spirit Week was definitely a highlight of the 2020/21 SRC’s service! We put a lot of work into
creating fun and exciting events in a week jam packed with opportunities to participate in a wide
range of activities. Day 1 was “Teamwork makes the Dreamwork”, overall focusing on a team mufti,
an exciting Amazing Race and a trivia showdown. On day 2, we had “Attack of the Teachers”
where some of our talented volleyball players in the student body played against the teacher
team. The SRC body also versed the English faculty in a heated dance off where, although we
picked up quite a groove, admittedly the teachers were quite talented and the winners of the
battle! During day 3, “Get Egg-scited”, we had an easter-themed array of events with an Easter
Egg hunt, an amazing performance by the teacher band and club stalls around the school!
Overall we felt that Spirit Week was an amazing set of events to organise and would like to thank
everyone that participated in our activities.
Luke Byun
SRC Treasurer 2020-21



Peer Support

Peer Support is a growing leadership body that specialises in welcoming new students to each
grade level and assisting with larger-scale events such as Graduation Night 2021, Orientation Day
2022 and Club Expo. Primarily, Peer Support has been a leadership opportunity for year 10s to
pass upon the Penrith High School Legacy by  helping Year 7 students to transition smoothly and
effectively into the school. However, this has developed into a more evocative and involved
leadership group. The Peer Support Program of Penrith Selective High School has evolved greatly
over the past year. During 2021/2022, the preparation, during event and aftermath of events
improved communication and efficiency across all leadership spaces.

These changes within the Peer Support Leadership have thus far, increased student involvement
and allowed the formation of deeper relationships between students within each grade. Not only
does it give students the chance to handle more responsibilities but also aid in willing students to
integrate themselves into the school as committed helpers who are dedicated to ensuring that the
school's unity stay intact. This is highlighted in the success of many events- specifically Orientation
Day where the change in Covid-19 Restrictions and weather conditions was noted and applied to
the events planned out for the day. 

Our school provides many opportunities in leadership, one of which is the Peer Support Program. A
foundation for students is immediately created as a well-rounded environment that suggests a
model as to the expectations and achievements of our school. Leadership is one of the many
pathways to partaking in school initiatives. As Penrith Selective High School continues to strive for
the highest ‘Altiora Peto’ our leadership platforms grow simultaneously. 

- Milvia Matthew, on behalf of the 2020-2021 Peer Support Leaders



Following the beginning of 2022, the Multimedia team is celebrating the first anniversary of our
establishment at Penrith Selective High School, but also the commencement of an even bigger and
more efficient year. Throughout 2021, our school, students and the greater Penrith community have
witnessed the development of this unique leadership team that celebrates the creative, aesthetic
and technical expertise of Penrith High School students ranging from grades 9 to 12. This diversity in
ages and specialties within each member has allowed our unified team of 23 to contribute back to
our school’s official documents, events and projects with the level of professionalism and
aestheticism that embodies the values of our school. Such examples include Penrith Selective High
School’s first edition of the Prospectus; an official document that outlines our achievements as a
school while also highlighting both our enriching academic and co-curricular programs. We’ve also
worked closely with a range of other leadership bodies such as the Prefects, SRC and Peer Support
Leaders on school-wide events such as Orientation Day, 2021 Year 12 Graduation and on the
official Penrith High school podcast, The Penrith Perception, which is available on Spotify. Finally,
our highly engaged and skilful Photography, Post Production, Graphics, Logistics and Sound and
Stage have worked on ongoing projects throughout the year- creating, editing and capturing the
raw aesthetics that our school offers.  As we continue to move forward, the team is also taking new
measures to create a more sustainable structure by utilizing our school’s club space for the
promotion of junior grades. Ultimately, Multimedia is prepped and eager to ensure that we are
giving it our all into improving Penrith Selective High School in 2022.

Dianne Caslangen
Multimedia Leader 2021

Multimedia 



Sports House Leaders
Over the past year, the House Captains have worked hard to increase House spirit and sports
participation. This has seen an increase in collaboration between other Student Leadership groups
and Clubs, and we have had the privilege to work with the SRC, Prefects, Volunteering Club and
Photography Club. In Term 3, we collaborated with the Volunteering Club on a clothing and food
drive competition. We did this by painting boxes in our house colours where students could place
donations in their house box, allowing them to earn house points. We assisted SRC in Pink Up
Penrith by collecting money and selling nail files and wristbands. Later on, we collaborated with
the Science prefects on a House mufti for Halloween. We had another House mufti day that term
which raised money for great causes including a Toy Drive, Australian Indigenous Mentoring
Experience and the Rowing Club. To finish off the term, we collaborated with SRC on the PHS
House Cup Competition where students could participate in novelty, sporting and intellectual
activities. This event was a huge success with all students engaged in activities of their choice. 

There were some exciting new changes implemented by the House Captain group. In Term 1 we
launched our House Instagram page @phshousecaptains where we have been able to post regular
updates on our Intra School competition, Quad Schools, Carnival events and house points. This
account has been an engaging way to communicate with students and provide recognition for
students, including those who represented PHS at the Nepean Zone and Sydney West Carnivals.
Throughout the year we ran the Intraschool and Tri-school competition. This allowed students to
participate in a range of sports including soccer, touch football and basketball with games played
numerous times during the week at recess and lunch. 



 We had heaps of fun reffing the games, recording the scores and providing score updates on our
house page. This competition was a huge success with a large number of participants from all year
groups. It has also gained much popularity amongst spectators, evident by the large number of
students who watched either in the gym or on the oval. Throughout the year, we have been able to
run numerous Student-Teacher games across various sports including soccer and basketball which
has again been popular amongst both participants and spectators.

We were also lucky to run all three of our school carnivals including Swimming, Cross Country and
Athletics after unfortunately not being able to hold them in 2020. In Term 1, we ran the Swimming
Carnival and Cross Country Carnival where there was an enormous level of House spirit. During the
Term 1 holidays, we launched the Minecraft challenge where students could design the CAPA block
on Minecraft with the top 3 designs recognised at assembly. These designs can be viewed on our
House page. Term 2 kicked off with the Athletics Carnival which was a two day event. During this,
students could participate in a range of track and field events as well as numerous relays of the
4x100m sprint that showcased the best athletes by house and age group. We finished the term with
Quad Schools, where our school came in 1st place. 

These events and carnivals would not be possible without the massive participation rates from
students and the incredible work of staff, particularly the PDHPE faculty including Mr Matic, Mr Elias
and Mr Rutherford. We would also like to thank our old house coordinator Ms Alrubai who had us up
to the start of Term 2 and Mr Rolls who we had this term. 

We wish all the best for the 2021/2022 House Captains! 
2020-2021 House Captains



Dear Ms Dalby, 

Do you remember the wide reading
 lessons we had in the library two 
years back? I do. I remember being 
hidden away behind the shelves 
with the girls. I remember reading 
(yep, totally reading) and how you 
would always catch us giggling or 
chatting away at the wrong moment. 

We’ve always known you as the kind and loving English
teacher you are and have made many wonderful memories
together. You've helped me and many other students gain
confidence in ourselves while also helping us build on our
English skills and abilities. We appreciate and thank you for
all your help and hard work, which has enabled many of us
to develop and continue to flourish. 

Though we are saddened by the unexpected news of your
departure, we want to express our gratitude for everything
you have done for us. We wish you success and the best of
luck for the future. (we’ll miss you!)

- Akanksha Ponaboina (Year 10)

Dear Mr Burns,

A teacher from the science faculty 
that everyone knows and loves - Mr 
Burns. While it is sad to bid you 
farewell, we are all extremely 
grateful for the years of service and 
hard work that you put into teaching 
us all science.  

Throughout this year you taught us so much and fried our
brains with all of your chemistry knowledge. We thank you for
every moment including online school and all the Style
quizzes you made us do. Your enthusiasm, competence,
kindness and patience has motivated us to work our hardest
and your impact on the school community has been great.

We are saddened by the news that you are leaving, but it
was my honour to have you as my teacher for a year before
you retired. We wish you abundant happiness in your future
and retirement and you will be sorely missed.

- Angelo Varghese Paul (Year 9)

Dear Mr Forwood,

Some of us know him as the 
Commerce and Geography teacher, 
but as the students who have him, 
we know him as the jokester in class. 
We love your little tips and tricks 
when it comes to learning and your 
examples of PDEAL writing. Our 
debates in Commerce on whether 
Christmas is something to look 
forward to is always so interesting. Thank you for making our
class so enjoyable and the many laughs you have given us. 

We thank you for your efforts and constant support. We
sincerely hope you do amazing things outside of this school
and wish you well in your future endeavours. 

We love your enthusiasm Mr Forwood, never lose it!

- Milvia Mathew (Year 10)

Staff Farewells
In a year full of the unpredicted, we also have unfortunately had
to farewell some of our amazing teachers. Students have written

some heartfelt messages that we'd like to share.



Dear Mr Buchli, 

Not many schools have the privilege of having a large careers team, and 
having a teacher like you is a bonus for us! To the juniors that may not be
 familiar with Sir, he is a hard-working, passionate and motivational 
teacher. Most of us forget that there are more careers than just doctors, 
engineers and lawyers; and there’s wonderful people like Mr Buchli, who remind us that life is more
than just that. 

You’re truly a phenomenal teacher, who’s always been so approachable - never in my careers
meetings with you have I felt that I can’t achieve my dreams, because you’ve always worked hard
and drawn out all the pathways to achieve everyone’s goals. When we walk into your office clueless
on what we want to do in the future, we always walk out with new ideas and ambitions. 

Thank you so much for your help, support and guidance over the years - your advice and efforts are
immeasurable. Thank you for being so passionate and we will really miss you. As you leave the
school, we wish you all the best in your plan of starting new businesses, and your future endeavours!

- Veerja Patel (Year 11)

Dear Mr Hoekstra,

Ah, sir, you are definitely a one of a 
kind teacher. Sorry, let me correct 
that. You are a one of a kind person. 

Sir, you do not understand how much 
I wanted to give you the biggest hugs 
after every lesson and conversation 
with you. Everything you say, every-
thing you do, seems like a breath of 
fresh air after hours upon hours of learning maths equations.
Talking in our Society and Culture lessons was a chance to
be open in a comforting and safe environment, and you
helped us feel like our opinions and input mattered all the
time.

It might be unbeknownst to you, but you constantly motivate
everyone you teach to want to actually do the work at times
- which is very rare. It’s heartbreaking to see you go, and
although I would still love to talk to you much more in the
future, time goes on. 

I’m sure you don’t need this to maintain being the amazing
person you are, but we wish you all the best as we transition
into 2022. On behalf of 11SAC2 and everyone you have
inspired so far, we are eternally thankful for your service.

- Luke Byun (Year 11)

Dear Mr Matic,

You have provided so much to the 
school community; especially with 
the sporting opportunities that you 
created that so many students 
enjoyed participating in. A lot of 
students found the weekly gym club 
before school as a great way to 
exercise and improve their overall 
wellbeing. This was the perfect way 
to start off their day and they said it set them up for the rest
of the day. 

I remember being in your class and always finding our PDHPE
practical lessons fun and enjoyable as you would always
bring out the best in each student. The way in which you
were able to create a space where students from all grades
felt as though they were involved in the lesson was
something that I always admired about you as a teacher. We
will all miss him from teaching at Penrith but the impact that
he had at Penrith will be long lasting. We wish Mr Matic the
best for all his future endeavours and all the success that
comes his way!

- Andre Dubier (Year 11)

This year we also sadly farewell Ms Kihi, Ms Arora, Mr Devine, Mr Yasmineh, Mrs Martin, Mrs Breen and Mr
Rosenstrauss.  Ms Zhou, Mrs Grice. Ms O'Regan and Ms Xiberras are on maternity leave- we wish them and their babies
all the best. Ms Clarke and Mr Newell are on leave, and can’t wait to see them around the school in the future! 



Name: Christopher Forwood
Previous School:

Glenmore Park High School
Subject Area: Social Science

 

Name: Tegan Richardson
Previous School: 

Chatswood High School
Subject Area: Social Sciences

 

New Staff 

Name: Andrew Rutherford
Previous School:

 The Ponds High School
Subject Area: PDHPE

Name: Bronwyn Kelly
Previous School:
 North Sydney Girls High School
Subject Area: Social Sciences

Name: Grahame Andrews
Previous School: 

Lithgow High School
Subject Area: IT, Engineering

 

Name: Helena Bolle
Previous School:

 Auburn Girls High School
Subject Area: History

Name: Samantha Chapman
Previous School: 

Penrith High School 2014-present
Subject Area: English & History

Name: Anne-Maree Magi
Previous School: 

Nepean CAPA High School
Subject Area: English and Drama

Name: John Yasmineh
Previous School: 

Robert Townson High School
Subject Area: TAS and Maths

 

Name: Stephanie King
Subject Area: 

History and Geography

Name: Iain Wallace
Previous School: 

Fort Street High School
Subject Area: Visual Arts 

Name: Lisa Roberts
Previous School:

 Castle Hill High School
Subject Area: Teacher Librarian, 

English, History
 

Name: Micah Sebastian
Previous School: 

This is my first school
Subject Area: Student Support Officer

 

Name: Alanur Akand
Previous School: 
Al-Faisal College

Subject Area: TAS 
 

Name: Darwin Dos Santos Mendoza
Previous School: 

Erskine Park High School
Subject Area: Science

Name: Sonia Kumar
Previous School: 

Graduate Teacher
Subject Area: Chemistry/Science

 



Improvements to the school

It was so special to have Alumna, Divinia
Eather, and Eather Group lead and
complete the Yarning Circle, and the
school was pleased to be able to engage
indigenous businesses. 
The Yarning Circle is based on the 2021
NAIDOC theme "Heal Country".
A 100% Indigenous-led project in the
Education sector, the consultation,
planning and design, resourcing,
execution, clean up and quality control,
was championed completely by
Indigenous businesses.
Eather Group engaged five other
Indigenous contractors to deliver this
project namely, Muru Mittigar, Kangaroo
Transport and Haulage, Yamari Ochre
Signs, the Richmond franchisee of Fox
Mowing and Plate Events. Furthermore,
this project provided work for upwards of
12 Aboriginal people in a time of Sydney-
wide job insecurity.
Eather Group are excited about the
potential to use this project as a blueprint
for other interested schools, as well as
within other sectors.
Thank you Eather Group for completing
this project in allowing Penrith Selecitve
High School to connect students to the
significance of Country.



Improvements to the school

PATHWAYS NEAR THE BASKETBALL COURT

SANDSTONE STEPS  LEADING UP TO THE BASKETBALL COURTS

SANDSTONE PATHWAY TOWARDS SEATING AREA

SEATINGS NEAR THE BASKETBALL COURTS



There can be no doubt that 2021 presented a few challenges. However, we still
managed to create wonderful memories and experiences, at Penrith Selective
High School, through some fabulous events.
Events such as: Lunar New Year, Eid Mubarak and Mufti Days.
We had Channel 7's Sunrise broadcast from the scholl of the Push-Up Challenge.
Sporting events included,  our Swimming and Athletics carnivals, as well as Cross
Country and who could forget our first ever victory at Quadschools.

EVENTS



LUNAR NEW
YEAR



EID
EID is the celebration that

occurs at the end of Ramadan.
Eid Mubarak translates as

"Blessed Feast."



MUFTI DAYS



SUNRISE
PUSHUP

CHALLENGE



Last year marked Penrith Selective High School’s second
consecutive year of being involved with The Push Up

Challenge; a charity focused on spreading mental ill-health
awareness through physical activity while raising funds for

Headspace and Lifeline Australia. In this, our school had the
privilege of having the first high school student ambassadors

for the program, with our prefects Kokulaan Santhakumar,
Zach Wan and Sinduja Sureshkumar taking on the honour.

 

In July, our student ambassadors networked to 8
other schools through Prefect Afternoon Tea events
to construct the ‘Sydney School Universe’ where a

newfound focus was on promoting interschool
relationships and wellbeing. In this, there were 1,621

students, teachers and staff taking part in the
challenge, with over 200 of them being from our
school, collectively raising $55,801 for Headspace
and Lifeline Australia. We also placed 2nd in terms

of the school that had completed the most push-ups
(320,000) and 10th in terms of the funds raised

($4,285) in New South Wales. 

Given the success, we were fortunate enough to
have our students broadcasted to the rest of the
nation via Channel 7’s breakfast television show,

Sunrise. Leading by example, our students
highlighted the importance of promoting mental

wellbeing and early intervention to schools
nationwide, encouraging viewers to be aware

and actively play their part in collectively
supporting the broader general Australian

population throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.
 

Kokulaan Santhakumar
School Captain 2020/2021

Push-Up Challenge Student Ambassador



PREFECT AFTERNOON TEA



Swimming Carnival
Year 12 & competitors only event



Athletics Carnival



Cross Country 



QUADSCHOOLS
WINNERS 2021



This year, Art Club was brought back to life by Year 11 club leaders: Supreethi and Yaashvanthi!
Art isn’t just about drawing, and we wanted to highlight that by giving students more freedom in how they creatively
express themselves through different mediums (e.g., painting, pen-art, calligraphy, sketching) We had collaborative
lessons on how to improve techniques in art, such as in hyper-realism/portraiture, where students could share their
knowledge and any art tricks they had up their sleeve. These lessons were the most fun; the environment was very
collaborative, and it was great to see students of different grades making friends and helping each other out!
However, this year, we decided to add a twist by combining
elements of school service and spirit into our meetings!
During big school events like social fundraisers and
carnivals, the art club would come together to work 
on projects that promote school spirit. 
Our first school-related project was decorating
the kindness wall for the Bandaged Bear Appeal.
Students practiced drawing sketches of bears
and cartoons and teamed up to allocate roles.
We washed the Kindness wall, bought some 
chalk, and decorated it- it was absolutely amazing!

Our second major project was fundraising for art club supplies and expenses. For the 2021 Cross Country Carnival,
art club members fundraised by holding a face-painting stall as well as selling refreshing drinks and cookies on the
side. Students could get their face or hands painted with designs according
to their house colors. It was a great success but was even more great to
see everyone leaving the stalls dressed in school spirit with big smiles!

Our third major project was decorating the school for the inspirational
World’s Greatest Shave event. Everyone was allocated roles, teamed
up, and worked together to decorate the Kindness wall, and around the
school with creative posters and billboards!

Due to the COVID-19 lockdown, our final major project was decorating the school for the 2021 Multicultural Day. We
practiced the art of origami by making paper cranes, garlands, and other cultural symbols to hang up around the
school. Some art club students also helped with the Indian COVID-19 Fundraiser stall by doing face-painting and
henna, which was great to see!!
Overall, we are most proud of the Art Club members for their time, participation, service, and enthusiasm! This year
was rough, but the learning environment within the club was always super bright and social, which was amazing. 
We hope to see more students bringing their creative outlook into our club meetings next year! 
The Art Club welcomes you with open arms ,

Yaashvanthi Murugan and Supreethi Kanta 
(Art Club Leaders 2021)

Instagram Account: @pshs_artclub | 
Meeting Room: C.1.3

Art Club



This project was months in the making between the Prefects and
Multimedia Leaders. The podcast is a guide for our students to

succeed in life. Its aim is to share wholesome experiences and wisdom
from prefects, teachers, successful alumni and professionals at the

top of their field.

Debating
 

This year, Year 11 students Gabriel Cant, Andre Dubier, Marc Mumford and Nimisha Rajesh
competed in the Premier’s Debating Challenge. Our first opponent was Rooty Hill High,
where we debated the politics of COVID-19, winning our first match decisively. We then

went on to compete against Katoomba High on representation in the media, where we won
against a strong opposition. Our final debate was against the Year 12 team from Penrith,
where we narrowly lost and as a result did not make the regional tournament. The skills

we learnt from our experience are invaluable, and we aim to make it all the way next year.
 
 

Marc Mumford
Year 11

 
 

Penrith
Perception
Podcast



Our group had a slogan that went “No Pain, No Gain! Alphas don't complain!” It was so
much fun just chanting this, going up mountains and making hilarious jokes. 
Our group slept near a paddock of cows (there was a fence between us and the cows),
and expectedly the boys in our group started having a moo-off with the cows. The next
morning we woke up to some angry mooing as the cows became annoyed, for that day
this was all we talked about!!!
Our group was walking up a side of a mountain on the first day of camp with our newly
packed bags, just to get a feel of what the hike may be like for the upcoming days. Only
around twenty minutes into the hike, we crossed paths with a snake. The only wild snake
the rest of my group had ever seen. It was definitely the most terrifying yet exciting
moment of camp, and thus an experience I believe none of us will ever forget. 

How does The Duke of Edinburgh International Award benefit you? 
Through the Award journey, you experience many valuable experiences with your grade
during the camps, and you also learn important skills such as: time management,
communication, and consistent commitment but also instills confidence in yourself. This
internationally recognised award can also be beneficial in your future - simply having it on
your resume shows to your employer that you are a hard worker.

What skills do you learn from it?
The theory aspect of Duke of Ed teaches you many skills such as punctuality in regard to the
paperwork, commitment through regularly attending meetings, communication to your
assessors and many more as well such as time management. The practical skills that are
learnt mostly from camp or the Adventurous Journey would be topography through map
reading, communication with other members of your group and through survival skills such as
cooking food with minimal equipment, and sleeping in tents. 

What is required to complete the award?
The Bronze Duke of Ed is demanding but very rewarding, it consists of 4 main sections: Skill,
Service, Physical Recreation and the Adventurous Journey. For the first three sections a
minimum of 13 hours spread over 13 weeks (one hour per week) is required. Out of these
three activities, you get to choose one to major in, this simply means that it requires 26 hours
spread over 26 weeks. 

Whenever you ask someone about Duke of Ed, what they will tell you first is the camp
(Adventurous Journey), this is probably the section that many students enjoy the most. In this
camp, you will experience the proper camping with tents, rucksacks and of course, no
showers. However, during the course of the trip, you would not think about this when having
fun and enjoying breathtaking scenery from the summit of mountains with friends. It is most
certainly a rewarding experience (ask anyone who has ACTUALLY been to camp!). In our
school, Year 9 camp is the practice adventurous journey for the Bronze Duke of Ed. People
who choose to do Bronze Dukes have two camps in the year!!!

Some personal experiences 

Year 9 Bronze Dukies - Hazel Malhotra, Krithika Sujendran, and Trisha Sheth

Duke of Edinburgh - Bronze (2021)



This year has been one full of twists and turns, regardless of this, we, the participants of 
Silver Duke of Ed, have continued to participate in our sections and prepare and plan for 
our Adventurous Journeys. This year, the Silver class received their senior first aid 
certificates, decided on the places for their Adventurous Journeys and tried to log their 
hours in an orderly fashion. 

Early in the year we spent time engaging in teamwork activities. This has allowed us to 
develop our own individual leadership styles, building skills necessary for the future. We 
have also put up shelters, practiced using radios, safety beacons and stoves. 

At the start of lockdown, we were off to a rough start, who could’ve known we would have
to socially isolate again? During this period of time, we participated in the Australian Bird
Count and engaged in Shinrin Yoku. The Australian Bird Count required us to observe our
surroundings and monitor the multiple different kinds of birds. Every lesson we spent 20
minutes observing the birds in our local area. Similarly, Shinrin Yoku requires us to take in
the forest through our senses. This allowed our class to have a deeper understanding and
appreciation for nature. 

During lockdown as a class, we agreed to take part in a simulated version of the virtual
Oxfam trailwalker. Oxfam is an organisation that tries to tackle poverty all around the
world. Our goal as a class is to reach 1000km by either walking or swimming throughout
the month of November. We returned to face to face learning which started on October
23rd. Since then we recorded our steps and smashed our goal with an accumulated 1872
km! 

Face to face learning has allowed us to further plan for our journey. We have mapped out
our journeys and estimated the amount of time it will take to do part of the Bondi to Manly
walk, including a section of the Great North Walk, which is this year's Silver practice
journey plan. We are now all set to go after restrictions are lifted. To add to this we
practised assembling tents and disassembling them in class. We are also anticipating a
competition on who can build a tent the fastest. 

All current Silver Duke of Edinburgh students have completed their Bronze Award and have
transitioned well into their Silver hours. 

Year 10 Silver Dukies - Dharani Sutharshan and Riddhima Pandit Bhasin

Duke of Edinburgh - Silver (2021)



2020 Silver Award

During November 2020, the Silver group went on our Practice Adventurous Journey where
we explored Megalong Valley. 

Day 1: Starting the day off with a detour, Duke of Ed style. Our initial route had been
damaged by hazardous rain conditions and they were doing last minute roadworks, so a new
start point was hastily organised. 
The beginning: After a few moments of being navigationally challenged, we managed to
follow the fire trail past the creek bed off to our campsite for the night. An especially painful
day one, we were rewarded with our first shooting star sightings and of course, the
kangaroo guarding the loo. 

Day 2: We began our exhilarating hike to Tinpot Hill. A rather rigorous hike to the top, we
eventually began the downhill track to Cox’s River. The highlight of the day by far, as we
relaxed in the serenity of the crystal clear water - even being lucky enough to spot a lone
cow in the river. We eventually reached our campsite, with a river close by the group ended
the day therapeutically in the absence of civilian encounters.

Day 3: After a rather wet and thundering night, the group was beyond excited to finally
cross Bowtells Swing Bridge. Hastily reaching the checkpoint, one by one we crossed the
skinny bridge, definitely one of the journey's greatest highlights. After continuing to
Megalong, the sky cleared up a fair bit - we were able to say ‘hello!’ to some of our bull
friends!! We completed the 3-day journey after a strenuous and arduous climb up the
mountain (and even got caught in a little storm at the end!)

Year 11 Gold Dukie - Arpan Bassi

Duke of Edinburgh - Silver (2020)



During December 2020, we went on our Qualifying Adventurous Journey making a trip
from Wondabyne to Manly, via Bouddi National Park.  

Day 1: We started off at the remote train station, Wondabyne then began making our way
through the bush. Following the Great North Walk, we explored the waterfall and
lookouts along the way. A day filled with riddles and pranking each other, we finally
reached our first campsite at a caravan park and swam in the pool and ate dinner
together. 

Day 2: The second morning we caught a beautiful sunrise at Umina Beach then
embarked on the second leg of the journey. Mainly a beach walk, we played volleyball,
hung out in the sea and searched for the shipwreck at Maitland Bay. The second
campsite had a lot of bush turkeys, and we spent a lot of time chasing them away from
our food. After eating our prepared three-course meals, we gossiped a lot then played a
game of Paranoia. 

Day 3: Sleeping in a tent while rain pelted down on it was a little bit annoying, but the
third morning we walked to the ferry wharf and caught it to Palm Beach, then we walked
to Barrenjoey Lighthouse. After that the group caught a bud to Dee Why and then walked
to Manly Beach, and with the final group being applauded toward the finish line we were
dismissed!

2021 Gold Award
After completing Silver Dukes, we continued steadily completing our Physical
Recreation, Skill and Service hours. During the course of 2021 we have been planning
our potential Adventurous Journeys for Gold, with plans for a ‘Bit of the Bush, Bit of the
Beach’ walk, looking at parts of the Bondi to Manly Hike as well as planning our
qualifying journey to the Warrumbungle National Park. Although hindered by lockdown
as well as many restrictions still in place, we are confident that we will eventually be able
to proceed as planned. We anticipate some fun journeys ahead of us!

    Finally, A BIG thank you to Miss Andreatta 
    (affectionately Miss A) for working on so 
    many levels of Duke of Ed and helping all 
    of us improve our organisational skills (like 
    handing in paperwork on time) as well as 
    giving us the opportunity to participate in 
    such a rewarding programme. Without 
    Miss A, our emotional support figure, most 
    of us would still not have handed in our 
    paperwork, and of course would not have 
    come by this valuable opportunity.  

    Year 11 Gold Dukie - Athena Auw

Duke of Edinburgh - Gold (2021)



The Duke of Ed Gold group consisted of Alison, Anusha, Ashvini, Darren, Isaac, Izabelle, Jola,
Lila, Rana, Sai, Saniya, Sinduja and Zach.
For the Qualifying Journey the group got to visit Mt Kosciuszko with our Duke of Ed teacher
Ms Andreatta and Mr McNally for 4 days.

Highlights of the trip included the views at the top of Mt Kosciuszko including filming a Tik
Tok dance. Other highlights included singing Olivia Rodrigo Driver Licence in the bus, Isaac
Lord of the Flies, Saniya’s birthday, and Jola’s British accent. Despite the brutal
weather we got to visit many exciting places included Lake Jindabyne, Snowy Hydro
Centre, and Guthega Power Station. Over the past 4 years the Duke of Ed group under the
guidance of Miss A have had the privilege of visiting many places, making memories, and
developing our skills whilst developing lifelong friendships.

Duke of Edinburgh - Gold (2020)



Riyanna Bandara Lokuge’s poem Market to
Plate was published in the Oz Kids in Print

publication

Eric Ruan and Gurveer Khalsa  receive
awards for the AMC  

Premiers Reading Challenege 

AWARDS

Cross Country Age Champions

Gauri Kotera wins a medal at the 2021
NSW Head of the River 

Gabriel Cant awarded a Youth Award by the
Rotary Club of Nepean



Faculties



Mathematics
2021 was another eventful year in the Mathematics’ department. The students in Years 7 and 8 were taught
problem solving skills throughout the year. We ran our Enrichment program, entered the competitions and
Olympiads and continued to improve on previous years’ results.
In the Mathematics faculty Ms. Mikhail joined us midway through Term 1 and left at the end of Term 3 for a
permanent fulltime job at Epping Boys. Mrs. Norman returned from Maternity leave in Term 4. Mr Ferrarin
became a dad to a beautiful boy. 

 

The Computational and Algorithmic Thinking (C.A.T.)
competition was held on the 23rd of March. This year we
had our biggest ever team competing in the C.A.T.
competition before school; 22 talented male and female
students from Years 7 to 12. We entered in the Junior,
Intermediate and Senior divisions this year. Our team
was made up of:

Year 7
Anoushka Singhal, Shayaan Sayyed (Credit), Jeremy
Tjiantoro (Credit), Heer Panchal (Credit), Kaviya
Vignarasa (Credit), Sinthuri Prashanth.

Year 8
Prabin Ojha (Credit)

Year 9
Tiana Kondal, Harry Le (Credit), Myat Noe (Credit)

Year 10
Prabesh Ojha, Sean Kim (Distinction), Parth Patel
(Distinction), Vedang Purohit (Credit)

Year 11
Nathanael Tambunan, Gurveer Singh Khalsa (Distinction)

Year 12
Anaf Sayed (Distinction), Keeno Mendoza (Distinction),
Jamieson Berida (Credit), Beonrik Pascual (Credit),
Samuel Tint, Cedric Kutscera (Distinction), Fabien
Malhotra (Credit).

Pictured is Gurveer Singh Khalsa Yr 11:
 C.A.T. Distinction Certificate
Tournament of Towns participant
Silver Award winner for A.I.O
UNSW Mathematics competition Credit award AMC High
Distinction

In Term 3 all of Year 9 participated in the national
ESSI Financial mathematics competition. A couple
of mathematics lessons were dedicated to the
competition and the rest was completed outside
school hours. Students demonstrated their skills
with budgeting, earning money, investing money,
and paying taxes. They also had to complete
surveys and quizzes and avoid scams. Our overall
winner, Dinel Perera, came 9th in the National
competition! This is our best result ever and gives
future Year 9 students something to aim for. 

The Australian Informatics Olympiad was held
on Thursday the 26th of August. The 3-hour
Olympiad competition was run from 9am until
12am. In total 456 students from 89 schools
competed in the Olympiad. This year we achieved
our best results ever, with the incredible students
earning 3 Silver Awards and 5 Bronze Awards.
Although the 4 Year 7 students did not win an
Award, they did gain valuable experience and will
certainly be back again next year! 
The Silver Award winners are: Kirk Murillo Year 10,
Gurveer Singh Khalsa Year 11 and Jamieson Berida
Year 12.

The Bronze Award winners are: Vedang Purohit
Year 10, Prabesh Ojha Year 10, Prabin Ojha Year 8,
Anaf Sayed Year 12 and Beonrik Pascual Year 12.

The Australian Intermediate Mathematics
Olympiad, AIMO, was a 4 hour Olympiad held on
the 9th of September. It is a high level intense
Mathematical Olympiad and requires many hours
of training to be successful. Over 1615 students
from 147 schools participated in the Olympiad this
year. 

This year Kirk Murillo of Year 10 earned a Credit
award.



The Tournament of Towns is a program and competition
run every year by Dmitry Badziahin from the University of
Sydney. It has over 100 participating cities around the
world including 4 Australian cities. This intensive Olympiad
style competition is open by invitation only and the
students go to the University of Sydney on weekends to
complete the course and sit the two competitions. The
competition is made up of two papers. Each paper has 7
intensive questions, in which solving one question is a big
achievement. The papers are 5 hours in duration. This year,
Gurveer Singh Khalsa and Harrison Shi of Year 11 were
invited to represent Penrith High School at this highly
prestigious and intensive competition.  
 
The 59th Annual UNSW Mathematics competition was
held in the hall in Term 2 on Wednesday the 9th of June. It
is a 3-hour Olympiad Style competition. Years 8 to 10 sit
the Junior Paper and Years 11 and 12 sit the Senior paper.
The students can use their own resources but are not
allowed computers or anything with an internet
connection. Around 700 students in NSW participated and
prizes are only awarded to the top 60 students in each
Division. We had our best ever results with a student
achieving a Distinction and 5 students achieving Credits.
The students are:
Jamieson Berida Year 12 – Distinction Award and $50
winner.
Gurveer Singh Khalsa Year 11 – Credit Award
Eric Ruan Year 11 – Credit Award
Harrison Shi Year 11 – Credit Award
Beonrik Pascual Year 12 – Credit Award
Marc Mumford Year 11 – Credit Award

The AMC – On Wednesday the 4th of August our students
sat the Australian Mathematics Competition, AMC. The
AMC is Australia’s premier problem-solving competition.
The AMC is made up of 30 questions that help students
explore and develop their problem-solving skills, all of
which are solved without the use of a calculator. This year
we did the AMC online for the first time as we were in the
middle of online learning. The school achieved 8 High
Distinctions, 153 Distinctions, 311 Credits, 146 Provisional
and 7 Participations. Every year the AMC awards a Best in
School for the student who has achieved the best results
for Penrith High school. 
The students who achieved the High Distinctions are:
Niall Stewart Year 7,
Avaneesh Alajpur Year 7, 
Satvik Warrier Year 9, 
Jai Wadhwa Year 9, 
Tanesh Patel Year 10, 
Tamiz Rumey Jiffrey Year 10, 
Gurveer Singh Khalsa Year 11 and 
Harrison Shi Year 11. 

The best of the Distinctions are:
William Kulcsar Year 7, 
Aditya Surana Year 8, 
Jireh Cho Year 8, 
Maddox Ferguson Year 8
Alex Gange Year 9
Eljohn Mercado Year 10, 
Samin Syed Year 10, 
Timothy Quinn Year 10,
Umar Anwar Year 10, 
William Chen Year 10
Eric Ruan Year 11,
Rana Singh Year 12 and Victoria Heath Year 12.

The Euler, Gauss and Noether Enrichment results are
back for 2021 and our students did quite well especially
considering that Term 3 was taught online. The Year 8
students competed in Euler, the Year 9 students
competed in Gauss and the Year 10 students competed
in Noether. The best of our results are:
Year 8 Euler
Preksha Shah – Distinction
Rupali Wadwa – Credit
Jonathan Sarayar – Credit
Arunabh Ganguly – Credit
Fatiha Hoque – Credit
Arooran Muhundan – Credit
Nabiha Rumey-Jiffrey – Credit

Year 9 Gauss
Sanskar Tibile – Credit
Throughout 2021 formal Olympiad Training was continued
to run by Mr Stephen Tan at lunch times on Friday. In Term
3 Mr Tan conducted the training sessions using Google
classroom and zoom. These training sessions will run
again in 2022 so please keep an eye out for the daily
notices which will let you know the day!
Peer Tutoring: If you are in Years 7 to 11 and need help
with your math’s class work or would like help before the
yearly exams, please email Juveena or Anuja at
mathspeertutoring@gamil.com and they will match you
with a peer tutor who will help you with your Maths during
recess or lunch time for free. 
Currently Year 10 are working on their STEAM project.
Year 10 are working on the project during their
Mathematics, English and TAS lessons. The winners will be
announced in Week 11.
2021 was an eventful year and we are eagerly awaiting
the journey that 2022 will bring!

Mrs Sue Briggs
Head Teacher Mathematics

 
 

mailto:mathspeertutoring@gamil.com


English
2021 has proven to have its own set of challenges. The English Faculty, ever brave in facing the
adversities of the world, has had another successful year albeit a significant part in lockdown.

 

This year the English faculty has been a very
rewarding year regarding staffing. We welcome the
addition of Ms Micallef as a permanent member of
staff. We also share the wonderful co-curricular roles
and responsibilities that members of the faculty have
achieved through merit selection at the school. These
were highly sought-after positions within the school.
The fact that so many members of the faculty were
successful with their applications is a real testament
to the talents and skills within the English Department.
In 2022, Ms Scardanas will be in the Executive role of
relieving Head Teacher of Educational Achievement
for Ms Ross, who has been appointed to a relieving
role of Deputy Principal at Hurlstone Agricultural
College. Ms Xiberass is the new head of SRC for
2022 and 2023. Mr Serrato has been appointed as
Transition Adviser and Year Adviser for 2022. Ms
Micallef will also co-share the very important role of
Stage 6 Academic Advisor for next year.

On a sad note, we also said farewell at the end of
the year to Ms Dalby, who has been appointed as a
member of the English Faculty at Winmalee High
School in the Blue Mountains. We wish Ms Dalby all
the best for the future at her new school. Next year,
Ms Xiberras will be on maternity leave for the first
semester, and we welcome Ms Joannidis in a relieving
role for Ms Xiberras.

The dedication every faculty member has towards
improving student outcomes has also manifested
itself into a number of different extra-curricular
pursuits. Students from Penrith Selective High School
achieved great success in the 2021 Public Speaking
competitions. with many students successfully
achieving outstanding results. Ambeikaa Mishra and
Himani Bhandari from Year 10 competed in the Plain
English Speaking Competition Local Final held at
Penrith Anglican School. Ambeikaa was selected to
go through to the next round held at the Arts Unit.
Zoya Sajid from Year 8 competed in the Legacy
Public Speaking Competition, submitting an online
video entry. All were dedicated, confident and
sophisticated in their presentations, spending many
Thursday mornings refining their speeches with Ms
Dalby. Ms Thornton will be taking over the
organisation of public speaking in 2022. 

Krish Gupta of Year 10 was the junior speaker of the
year and Jamima Rumey Jiffrey of Year 12 was the
senior speaker of the year. Jamima was the 3rd
Speaker in the Year 12 Debating Team. They
competed both in the Premier’s Debating Competition
(PDC) and the University of Sydney Union Online
Debating semester one competition. This team in the
PDC competition won debates against our year 11
team and Erskine Park High School, though narrowly
lost against Rooty Hill High School. In the USU
competition they won 1 of their 3 debates against a
range of public and private schools from across
Sydney and wider NSW. All the adjudicators and
teachers from the other schools spoke highly of
Jamima and the clear talent and expertise she brings
to debating to be able to perceptively weigh up the
true social purpose for the debate. 

Krish this year has transitioned in the role of 3rd
Speaker for the Year 10 Debating Team. This team
competed in the University of Sydney Union Online
Debating semester one and two competitions. In the
semester one competition they won 1 of their 3
debates. In semester two they improved considerably
and won 2 of their 3 debates, only narrowly losing
their 3rd debate.

The Premier’s Debating Challenge, due to COVID,
didn’t go ahead. However, in its stead the Arts Unit
ran ‘The World’s Biggest Debate’ Challenge instead, a
competition where one speaker from over 40 schools
competed in back-and-forth debate over a whole
day. Krish was Penrith’s Year 10 speaker and was
selected as one of the state’s top 8 speakers. This
team went through to the State Finals for this
competition. They have won their State Quarter Final
against Wollongong High School of The Performing
Arts. Over the year and through the course of all the
various competitions and enrichment/training sessions
Krish has continually improved this year and has been
highly commended by all adjudicators.

The faculty continues to design programs to enable
students to craft their writing skills using a variety of
text types and across all stages.

Mr Steve Lidster
   Head Teacher English



With COVID restrictions many of the usual Science festivities were cancelled.
However, the Science faculty made sure students were able to remain engaged

during remote learning and tap into their creative juices for Science Week. The junior
year groups were challenged to use food items to create something related to

Science. We had some DNA models constructed and beautiful sculptures of animals!
Can you guess what the images represent? 

 

Science



Meanwhile, teachers in science wanted to celebrate Chemical Mole Day by baking cupcakes and
decorating them to look like moles! Whilst a bakers dozen equates to 13, did you know 1 mole equates

to 6.022 x 1023 particles, ions, atoms or molecules?!
 

In term 2, a number of students participated in
the NSW titration competition. Here students are
challenged to use volumetric analysis to
determine the concentration of an unknown
substance. 

Photo: Anav, Abhijith, Arnav, Joel, Supreethi,
Auyon, Dismitha (back)
Yash, Robin, Nancy, Seniru, Eric (front)

Congratulations to Robin Lu, Joel Goh and Arnav
Hangloo whose group ranked 7th at the regional
level. A special shoutout to Joel Goh and Nancy Tao
whose degree of error was only 1 whilst Arnav
Hangloo was ZERO! With the competition cancelled
in 2020, it was great to see our students back at it in
2021. 
The Australian Science Olympiads are a national
enrichment program for secondary science students.
It provides rewarding opportunities for students to
extend themselves way beyond school science. A
select number of students from Penrith Selective High
School participated in the Olympiad Examinations
online due to remote learning during Term 3.
 
Congratulations to the following students who
achieved a Distinction and High Distinction as this is
no easy feat.. 

BIOLOGY
Distinction: 
Victor Qin (Y10)
Dismitha Maha Baththanaralage (Y11)

CHEMISTRY
Distinction
Gurveer Khalsa (Y11)
Dismitha Maha Baththanaralage (Y11)

JUNIOR OLYMPIAD 
High Distinction
Victor Qin (Y10)

Finally, to end the school year the Science faculty
bids farewell to the legendary Mr Alan Burns! He is
man of many skill sets. Mr Burns loves soccer and is
often seen coaching or training students on the field.
He is a talented pianist who plays the piano in the
hall when no one is watching and of course, he is an
AMAZING teacher who has taught scores of students
in his long career. Mr Burns will be sorely missed by
students and staff <3 

Ms Trang Lam
Head Teacher Science



History
On the 21st January this year Mrs Rae Clapshaw passed away. Rae taught in the History Faculty at

Penrith HS for 27 years full time from 1987 until her retirement until 2013. After this she regularly came
back to fill in as a temporary and casual teacher until her passing on the 21st of January this year. 

 

Rae was a wonderful servant of the students of this school, the doyen of History teachers, the heart
and soul of the History Faculty and a great friend to all of us. Her commitment , her dedication, her
intrinsic love of history were always to be admired.  Rae was the epitome of what it means to be a
history teacher.

To honour her we are presenting the inaugural The Rae Clapshaw Memorial Shield-“For The love
of history”award. This award goes to a Year 12 History student who throughout their high school years
has best shown a similar love of history through their engagement with history related activities. This
year’s winner was Bubleen Dhiman of Year 12. Bubleen also had her Extension History project essay on
Nelson Mandela nominated for the History Teachers Association State prize.



We welcomed Dr Helena Bolle to the faculty to fill in the role of Ms Leclerc. She has a made an excellent start. Ms
Stephanie King also joined the faculty to teach some junior History classes and has also made an excellent start.
She will be taking on a more substantive role next year as a full-time teacher with senior classes. Ms Konny Kwiet
fulfilled the roles of Advocate for Female students and Stage 4 Academic Adviser as well as continuing  in her
second year as the SOM ( Supervisor of HSC Marking) for Ancient History. Mrs Susie Grice was the Year 12 Adviser
and will be on maternity leave next year after the birth of her third child. We wish her well. Mrs Janelle Michels
shared the role with Ms Kwiet Advocate for Female students. Mr Tom Hoekstra fulfilled the role of Stage 6
Academic Adviser along with being the Federation Representative.  Mr Hoekstra will be moving to Katoomba HS
next year in his new role of Head Teacher Administration. He will be missed and has made a number of valuable
contributions to the faculty and the school. I would also like to thank Ms Kelly Lipp for job sharing with Mrs Grice as
a 0.3 teacher. We hope to see her in some capacity next year. We will be welcoming Ms Geneveive Fonti into the
faculty next year.       

Mr Clark Stone
Head Teacher History

Unfortunately, a number of our regular activities were affected by COVID. Despite this students, were still able to
demonstrate their quality in the events that did take place.

Highlights included:
-Eugenia Kim of Year 12 winning the Bateman Battersby Legal Bursary of $1000 for the local student with the highest
ATAR entering a law degree at university this year. 

-Mariya Poloziuk of year 12 was acknowledged for the high quality of her Extension History project essay on
“Holodomor and Historical Discourse” for the History Teachers Association State prize by gaining a Certificate of
Excellence. 

-in the Museum of Fire Heritage Competition Dhanush Peruri of Year 7 achieved First place and Heer Panchal of Year
7 won People’s Choice Award

-Year 7-10 Australian History Competition-following on from our previous successes in this competition we again had
great success this year, with 10 Year 7 students, 11 Year 8 students, 5 Year 9 students and 6 Year 10 taking part. 
Overall, we achieved 8 Distinctions and 5 High Distinctions. We are proud of such outstanding results

-this year, for the first time, we had two Year 7 entrants in the National History Competition. These students were
Riyanna Bandara Lokuge and Anoushka Singhal. Both achieved Bronze Awards.  

-the introduction of new courses: Philosophy in Years 9, 10 and 11 and Critical Thinking in Year 9 and 10, and
Accelerated Ancient  History in Year 10 . These courses have been very well received by students and will be
continuing next year with very strong numbers. 

-Year 10 Jewish Museum excursion

-ANZAC Day Ceremony

-Remembrance Day Ceremony

-History Club

-History Games Club



Social Sciences
The Social Sciences Faculty has had a great year!

 
It began with a highly successful Y12 Economics and Business Studies Lecture Days by WeSSSTA for our seniors
(along with other schools). This impressive lecture day was proudly organised and coordinated by our amazing Mr
Devine. He and the Social Sciences team Mr Forwood, Ms Richardson and Ms King then successfully followed up
with another great event, the coordination of 650 students (Year 7-10) sitting the Australian Geography
Competition (AGC) which resulted in numerous credits and distinction awards to a variety of students. But the
Social Sciences team were not finished. Together, they designed an impressive local fieldwork experience for the
Y10 Geography cohort around Penrith.

But the faculty didn't stop there! They went ONE STEP FURTHER! Two of our talented Y12 Economic students
Gurmehar and Ayiesha were invited to a local business luncheon with the Hon. Josh Frydenberg (MP) Deputy
Leader of Australia, called "Getting Back to Business" (See image below). And didn't our two intelligent young
women impress the CEO corporates in attendance as evidenced by a few employment offers being extended
upon their graduation.

Despite Covid-19 sending our school back into another lengthy remote teaching and learning, the Social Sciences
Faculty continued to deliver. The Business Studies crew - Ms Richardson and Mr Forwood, along with Mr Gippel -
led some very talented Business Studies students towards an impressive finalist position in the 2021 Plan Your
Own Enterprise Competition (PYOE). With a solid number of students participating in the competition, with 263
entries from 434 students across 39 schools in NSW, Sophia, Meeya, Akanksha & Riddhima were NSW finalist in
the competition!

It's been a great year !

Ms Bronwyn Kelly
Head Teacher Social Sciences



Creative and Performing Arts

Choir, Concert Band,String Ensemble, Drama Ensemble, Dance Ensemble, Competitive Dance
Ensemble, Junior and Senior Contemporary Ensembles, Visual Arts Ensemble and Film Ensemble

Choir
It's been a tough year for Choir as it has been for
most people. However, our Choir worked consistently
throughout Covid-19 to connect socially and continue
to work on their singing. 

Students were successful in gaining entry into the In
Concert as an extension of their regular work. 

Concert Band
2021 saw the Concert Band grow in numbers which
had not been seen at PSHS for some time.
Performances were planned and a great deal of work
was but in before the COVID lockdown began.

Luckily, we were able to do one performance which
was the Inner West Music Festival held at Burwood
Girls High School in May where the band played
exceptionally well and gained a great deal of praise
from the adjudicator.

Once lockdown began rehearsals moved to online
which proved to be extremely beneficial, and we
continued to have a large number in attendance at
rehearsals.

Hopefully 2022 will be a better year for performances
with a number of exciting projects already planned

String Ensemble
The String Ensemble performed regularly throughout
the year at key events, including Graduation,
Presentation, Induction, Orientation, Penrith CBD
Corp International Women’s Day Celebration, Penrith
CBD Corp Chamber of Commerce Event for the
treasurer, Josh Frydenburg.

Further, 2021 saw the implementation of the
Beginner Strings Program conducted by Ms Annabel
Goodman as a pathway for all students to access
and engage with our Strings Program. 

As a consequence of our work, our school also
became the host school for the Greater Western
Sydney String Ensemble. 



Creative and Performing Arts

Drama Ensemble
IIn the Drama Ensemble we have worked very hard
throughout the year in our weekly ensemble
rehearsals, in which we have developed our skills in
acting and theatre, as well as enhancing social skills.
In 2021 we have entered festivals, put on exhibitions,
and participated in workshops that encourage team
building skills. These have all provided valuable and
enjoyable experiences for all our students involved in
the Drama Ensemble. 

One of our most successful events this year was
entering the LightsUP Drama Festival earlier this year.
Our ensemble, as well as senior Drama students,
produced an original piece inspired by
Shakespearean texts and planned for, rehearsed and
executed the performance with great enthusiasm and
capability. 
(image 1+2)

A new wave of COVID and a 3-month lockdown did
not dampen our spirits, as we continued to meet
online, and discussed what our options were for a
Zoom based production. We decided to put on a
specifically made virtual play and recorded our parts
to livestream to the audience! Rehearsals were still
fun as we got to sit in the comfort of our homes and
participate in what we enjoy best :) Although there
were many challenges and a few technical hiccups,
we came out of it stronger and even more motivated
to do better next term. (Image 3)

Now, we are working towards auditioning for and
putting together our school musical in early 2022 -
Little Shop of Horrors. We are so excited to showcase
to our school community the product of our many
wonderfully talented students and look forward to
continuing our excellent work next year. 

Bhavika Kakkar, Drama Ensemble Leader 2021



Creative and Performing Arts

Dance Ensemble
2021, in the dance ensemble, can only be described
as a learning experience. Through dance we learnt
perseverance, we learnt to adapt and most of all we
learnt teamwork. The year started with everyone in
high hopes for an opportunity to perform; we planned
and choreographed for our potential performances
only for them to be cancelled by covid. Having
choreographed a whole routine with the help of our
brillant out of school tutor (Bethany Harris) this was
quite disappointing news.However, I believe while we
were dancing in our bedrooms, backyards and living
rooms, we were able to understand we didn't dance
to show anyone, instead we did it for ourselves. We
danced because it made us feel free and happy. We
danced to get away from the routine of life at home.
We danced to have a fun experience with our friends.

Once we came back from the lockdown, we were no
longer separated into competition and recreation
dance instead by year groups. Even though this was
not what we were used to, it gave us the chance to
work on our technique and choreographing skills with
people we knew well. During this time we never lost
hope of a performance in the near future though this
was not what we were working towards anymore. Our
minds were set on bettering ourselves as dancers and
students. Dance ensemble may not have been able to
perform on the stage this year but each individual
who participated has taken away lessons and skills
from our time in the group.

 ~ Japneet Kaur Gill, Dance Ensemble Leader 2021



Creative and Performing Arts
Competitive Dance Ensemble
2021, wow what a year. I remember coming to the
competitive dance ensemble auditions with my friends
not knowing what to expect. I thought the ensemble
would be just a weekly dance class, but little did I
know it was going to be so much more. From getting
to know new people along the way and making
memories that would last a lifetime, the dance
ensemble was definitely a moment waiting for.

However, the dance ensemble wasn’t perfect, I mean
we went into lockdown, then online classes, then our
performances got cancelled but as we pushed
through, together, as a team, it only got better. Soon
we would come to dance thinking of it as the
highlight of our week. It was truly a gift in a dance
form.

Now as we look back over what this year of dance
taught us, I for one can say we learnt a lot. From
learning firebirds through our laptops to even doing
venting sessions with Bethany, we learnt a myriad of
skills. We learnt how to have confidence, how to
choreograph, how to own the stage and so much
more. It was truly a Penrith experience which we will
remember till the end.

Rupali Wadhwa, Competitive Dance Ensemble Leader
2021 Junior and Senior Contemporary  Ensembles

The Contemporary Ensembles constantly rehearsed various
styles and genres of music the whole year despite the
challenges of remote learning! In this, they extended both
their performance skills and musicianship through the
writing of charts and organising parts for each other. 

They performed at school assemblies, lunchtimes and at
various school events. They were also successful in their
audition for Penrith Valley Arts Festival which was
cancelled due to Covid-19. 

Film Ensemble
In Film Ensemble we explored and revealed the magic, the
hard work and the imagination that lies behind the screen of
an excellent scene, tv show or movie! This year we focused
on:
-How to plan to shoot
-Tools required to shoot
-How to work any camera and angles etc.
-How to post editing work using Adobe Premiere Pro
-How to be creative



Creative and Performing Arts
Visual Arts Ensemble
Visual Arts Ensemble is where we get to enhance our art
skills focusing on a variety of art forms over the year. We
learn to adapt our skills to the different requirements of
competitions including medium and concept. Throughout
our art-making process we are provided with constant
feedback and advice on our artworks to help improve its
structural or thematic layout.
During the year we have entered many art competitions
including:
-Young Archies
-Harmony Day Poster Competitions
-International Environmental Drawing Competition
-PULSE Alive program cover
-Nagoya Art Exchange situated in Japan
-Canal to Creek Prize
For this course, you do not have to be a professional art
maker but must have a passion to learn and improve on
your skills allowing you to create amazing artworks to
proudly display. Additionally, if you prefer doing Visual
Arts practical over the theory work, then this ensemble is
perfect for that. Not only are you able to improve your
art skills but also your social skills as you are able to
engage with people in other grades building interschool
friendships.
Over this year everyone was provided with a very
enjoyable experience and even COVID did not cancel
our classes as zoom lessons were held in which advice
was still given and we were able to work in our pajamas.
While we were not face to face we still all managed to
create artworks using the supplies we had at home and
came together with an amazing collection. Even coming
back to school was trouble with the social distancing
required between the grades, with every year sitting in a
different classroom. This enrichment opportunity was lots
of fun for me as I made lots of new friends, learned lots
of new skills and got to enter manyyyyy different art
competitions from all over.
Hopefully this continues next year as many students enrol
to have a fun time with their classmates, learn new skills
and create some fantastic artworks.
 
Hazel Malhotra, Visual Arts Ensemble Leader 2021 

Mr Anthony Vasallo
Head Teacher  Creative and Performing Arts



I2021 was a very interesting year for the TAS faculty.  In terms of staffing, some familiar faces moved
on or continued their leave, while new ones came on board. And, to facilitate online learning, some of

the more workshop-based projects had to be modified, some others had to be cancelled and new
projects had to be introduced. Just like they were in 2020, some external extra-curricular

competitions were cancelled, however, we did see 3 students participate in a week-long program run
by Engineers Australia. 

 

Technical and Applied Studies

Mr. Stead, who had been an extremely valuable member of the TAS faculty for over 20 years decided to take on the
challenge of the Head Teacher of TAS at Baulkham Hills HS, while Mr. Mell continued with his well-earned long service
leave. Mr. Andrews and Mr. Yasmineh joined us here the start of the year, and we also had Mr. Akand join us early in term 4.
Good luck to all! 

With Semester 1 at school, it was a relief that all courses were able to run practical projects as normal. However, with online
learning commencing at the start of Semester 2, and the uncertainty of how long it would go on for, all years spent the first
half of term 3 on the theory components of their next project. Another issue to affect us was the unavailability of
mousetraps, anywhere, and as such, the year 8 Mousetrap Race Car project was modified to a Rubber Band Race Car. With
online learning continuing throughout term 3, all year 7-10 classes switched to a new digital-based project. A range of
design apps were utilised that catered specifically for each course. Year 7 completed an architectural design unit, using
HomeByMe and Sketchup, to develop their own house design. Year 8 studied Sydney landmarks before developing a
landmark of their own, which was presented via a complete design and construction folio at the end of the unit. Year 9 & 10
engineering used Onshape CAD software to create 3D models of engineering projects and Tinkercad to develop electronic
control circuits, while year 10 IST used Blender to develop their own ‘Funko Pop’ character. Some of the student work for
these new projects can be seen below.

Year 7 - House Design
 
 



Technical and Applied Studies

Year 8 – Clark Island Landmark
 
 

Year 10 – Wind Turbine and Arduino-controlled Waste Bin
 
 
 
 



The return to school in term 4 saw all year 7-10 classes dedicated to practical lessons, with each class
picking up the term 3 project that they had started online. It proved to be a nice change for all year 7-10
students, and TAS staff, to have time back in the workshops.
In terms of extra-curricular events, both the Science and Engineering Challenge and Aurecon Bridge
Building Competition were cancelled this year due to Covid. Hopefully 2022 will see these and other
popular events back on the calendar. However, towards the end of the year, 3 of our year 11 Engineering
Studies students were selected to attend the Engineering Summer School run by Engineers Australia. With
only 50 places available for students, it was quite an achievement in itself just to be selected. Lyndsay, Mela
and Susan spent a week on campus at the University of Sydney where they enjoyed a variety of seminars,
presentations, and tours, as well as several external visits to facilities such as the HARS Aviation Museum, the
construction site of the new Western Sydney Airport, the RAAF base at Richmond, and ANSTO’s nuclear
research facility at Lucas Heights.

Year 10 – Funko POP Characters

Mr. Gary  McGovern
Head Teacher  (Relieving) Technology and Applied Science.



Place House Points

1st Blaxland 380

2nd Wentworth 270

3rd Lawson 229

4th Mitchell 170

Age Girls Age Champion Girls Runner-up

12 Years Sinthuri Prashanth -

13 Years Barenya Satapathy & Ravdeep Behl -

14 Years Bianca Zhang Joanne Kim

15 Years Cassidy Lauguico Dharani Sutharsan

16 Years Jessie Pranadjaja Amanda Exley

17+ Years Olivia Bock Ashvini Dolamulla

Age Boys Age Champion Boys Runner-up

12 Years Tommy Bowen Ishan Singh

13 Years Joshua Darmawan Varish Aravinthan

14 Years Joshua Chung Ryan When

15 Years Owen Jose McCann Isaac Ng

16 Years Parth Purohit Alex Vella

17+ Years Falekava Mahe Daniel Biswas

Personal Development, Health
and Physical Education - PDHPE

2021 was a year filled with many sporting events, albeit
some with slight adjustments.

School Swimming Carnival
Whilst we may have only been able to hold a “Competitors Only” carnival, the entire Year 12
cohort were able to attend and enjoy a swimming swansong. The highlight of the day was Joshua
Chung smashing the 14 Years Boys 50m Freestyle record set in 1997. Congratulations to Blaxland
house on claiming the House Championship at Swimming.



Place House Points

1st Lawson 557

2nd Blaxland 496

3rd Wentworth 468

4th Mitchell 446

Cross Country
School Spirit Week culminated in the annual school Cross Country carnival.

Congratulations to Lawson house on claiming the House Championship in Cross Country.
 

The age champions were as follows:
12 years male and female – Kavin Balanchandar and
Ashmita Saha
13 years male and female– Gokul Warrier and Ravdeep
Behi
14 years male and female– Tonmoy Roychowdhurry and
Joanne Kim
15 years male and female– Pavithran Thushiyendra and
Saloni Etikala
16 years male and female– Parth Purohit and Ankita
Pramod
17 years male and female– Hemish Ahuja and Halis
Rishamsulkamal
18+ years male and female- Luke Boyes and Alison Joseph

We had just under 140 students go on to represent PSHS at the Nepean Zone Carnival at Knapsack
Reserve, Glenbrook. A number of outstanding performances led to 16 of our students going on to
represent Sydney West at Sydney Motor Sport Park, Eastern Creek.
All runners were a credit to the school and many excellent results were produced. Special mention
must go to the following students who finished in the top ten and therefore qualified to run at the NSW
All Schools Cross Country Championships.

NSW All Schools Cross Country Championships
Zoe Elizalde 7th in 17 years girls and 11th at CHS
Alison Joesph 5th in 18+ years girls and 10th at CHS
Tamara Jaglica 9th in 18+ years girls and 22nd at CHS
Kavin Balachandar 1st in 12 years boys and 4th at CHS
Ryan Wen 9th in 14 year boys and 24th at CHS
Parth Purohit 7th in 16 years boys and 24th at CHS
Luke Boyes 3rd in 18+ years boys and 3rd at CHS
Marco Perri 4th in 18+ years boys and 20th at CHS
Nicholas Whelan 5th in 18+ years boys and 10th at CHS
Guntash Singh 6th in 18+ years boys and 21st at CHS



Athletics Carnival
Our annual school athletics carnival saw a return to a two-day carnival which was held at Blair Oval

St Marys in Term 2. Lawson beat Blaxland by 9 points to take away the champion house title.
 

Age Champions were:
12 years male and female– Benjamin Reynolds and Mitali Garg
13 years male and female– Meet Joshi and Eva Motti Abraham
14 years male and female– Ryan Wen and Joanne Kim
15 years male and female– Rohan Rangineni and Saloni Etikala
16 years male and female– Santhosh Samuel and Dharika Sujendran
17+ years male and female– Luke Boyes and Zoe Adrienne Elizalde
CHS Knockout sport 



2021 was a speculator year for Penrith Selective High school in the combined high school knockout
competition. The main highlights were the open boys basketball team who qualified and represented the
Sydney West region in the state basketball competition. After defeating Deniliquin High School from the

Riverina region in the round of 16. The team narrowing lost to Warners Bay High School from the Newcastle
region in the state quarter final. 

 
 

Another amazing achievement was from our
table tennis team who finished 3rd at the Sydney
West Table Tennis Championships. The team
from Penrith consists of three Year 10 students,
Arnav Bhargava, Prajit Das and Shuva
Khatiwada, and two Year 9 students; Yesh
Netrapalli and Ishaan Pohankar.

Furthermore, the open girls tennis team
progressed to the quarter finals in the Floris
Conway Cup which is a tremendous achievement
for a young team consisting of two year 9 and
two year 11 students. 

Ambeikaa – Year 10

In late May, Ambeikka Mishra secured a Silver
Win at the Air Junior Open Pistol Shoot
competition. Ambeikka started pursuing pistol
shooting in late 2019. Despite the unprecedented
events of 2020, she continued to practice on
weekends with her coach at the Sydney
International Shooting Centre. We look forward
to hearing more about Ambeikka’s success as
she sets her sights on future state competitions. 

Mr. Andrew Rutherford
Head Teacher PDHPE



STAFF



 Year 7
The start of our high school journey developed through new experiences that
formed our sense of belonging today.

 My experience settling into high school was hard at first but overtime it became a
lot easier as I got to know new people. Due to this, the environment was also more
friendly. At first it was hard figuring out where all the rooms were and getting to
know our teachers but over time, we got used to it. Our teachers, year advisor,
deputies, peer support leaders and transition advisor were really supportive in this
journey, and we were easily able to settle in. Year 7 camp also helped with settling
in. Our groups were mixed so we could meet new people and bond with them. This
helped when we got back to school and were placed in different classes. Overall
transitioning from primary school to high school was a huge change but we always
had someone to support us and make this a lot easier. I have settled in and the
atmosphere is relaxed and fun now! - Anoushka Singhal 7ENG3



 Year 7
Year 7 camp was a chance to bond and overcome our fears through a variety of
challenging activities. The overall aim of camp was to introduce one another by mixing our
cabins and activity groups with people we weren’t familiar with. The giant swing and high
ropes were specifically designed to trust our new peers as well as individually and improve
on our weaknesses. These events not only assisted us in besting our fears but also to build
confidence in ourselves and trust one another. To ensure that we had a good time at
camp all the teachers worked extremely hard to organise the activities and guarantee our
safety. Though some people found it difficult to stay without their family, the atmosphere
soon became comfortable and lively. Overall, camp was a chance for us to connect with
new people and start the year off at ease. 

Online learning caused many adjustments to our daily timetable and routine, but there
were some positives and some negatives. In relation to travel, online learning provided us
with a flexible routine allowing us to have extra sleep and more time for homework as well
as balancing extracurricular activities. Even though we had more time, there was minimal
socialisation between our teachers and friends. Learning online and completing homework
after school caused us to spend more time on screens resulting in us feeling tired and not
doing enough physical exercise. Personally, we found it difficult to focus on our classwork,
as there was little interaction. Even though these times were hard, staff from our school
were very supportive in our learning journey during lockdown. They provided us with
everything we needed like online learning hubs for technical difficulties (wifi if our internet
connection was unstable). Along with this we could communicate with our prefects if we
had trouble with home/classwork through fun study sessions which kept us on track.
Meetings with our peer support leaders was helpful especially during the exam block,
because they suggested new tips on how to organise our study methods and sleep
schedules.
- Anoushka Singhal (7ENG3 )and Praseeda Pathi (7ENG2)

 It was difficult settling into high school because of the many changes I and numerous
other students experienced throughout the transition from our primary schools to Penrith.
At the start, it felt a bit overwhelming because we weren’t used to travelling to school and
receiving a lot of homework from various teachers. This affected my sleep and energy, but
over time I was able to improve my time management and concentration on the work.
Personally, I found it extremely exciting to have access to so many new opportunities and
extracurricular activities, because these were new experiences that we didn’t have in
primary school. Having peer support leaders that guided us from orientation day
throughout the first few weeks of school assisted a lot in becoming used to the
environment and routine. At first, high school seemed intimidating, meeting so many new
people in our grade and above, but over time it has become a comfortable and enjoyable
place.
-Praseeda Pathi 7ENG2



Year 8
2021 was another challenging year for the year 8 cohort. The year

was full of highlights and also some challenging times. We had
our first cross country and athletics carnival since starting high

school. We also competed in the swimming carnival where Joshua
Chun managed to break a school record. 

 
Throughout the year we supported each other through a term and

a half of remote learning with virtual year meetings and
recognition assemblies to celebrate our success throughout this

period. 
 

Year 8 managed to work together as a team to survive 2021.
 

I am excited to see how much we can achieve next year. 
 

- Miss Horsley, Year 8 Adviser 



Year 8



Year 8



Year 9
Looking back at the year 2021, it was clear just how challenging this year was for the teachers and
students at Penrith Selective High School. As a Year Adviser, I will always be grateful for the
opportunity to attend a Duke of Ed camp with my year group. I hope that existing relationships were
strengthened, new friendships formed, and memories created that will stay with the students for years
after the complete their schooling. 
I was very proud of the way year 9 stepped up once we came back to school. Transitioning smoothly
back into face-to-face learning and leaping at the chance to take on leadership opportunities that
were presented to them in the form of Peer Support and Multimedia. We were able to celebrate
reaching the halfway point of high school with some tea and fruit juice.   
In the final part of the year, I was able to have a quick meet and greet with the new students coming
through and I am excited that we are adding so many highly gifted students to an already great
cohort.   
To my year group, we are only at the halfway point. Keep pushing your learning boundaries,
continually reflect and refine your craft, raise your bar, and know that support is there if you need it. 

David Huynh
Year 9 Year Adviser.



As a part of our practice journey for the Bronze Duke of Edinburgh award, we
as a Year 9 cohort went on a very enjoyable camp at Somerset. We all grew
much closer together as a cohort and made new friendships and strengthened
existing relationships. Through this opportunity, we developed many existing
skills further, whilst learning a wide array of new skills, and experienced
unique and exciting moments that are definitely memorable, and something
that we would all remember and cherish for the rest of our lives.

Upon arrival at camp Somerset, we all gathered together and initially
separated off into our smaller camp groups. These were the peers we would
be with for the next two days at camp. We learned many essential skills to
prepare ourselves for the more intense day that followed, and these included
how to: pack a rucksack, build a tent, use a Trangia to cook, and to read and
use a topographic map. Such skills were very important to enable a safe and
enjoyable camping experience. It was also essential to be able to trust one
another and communicate effectively to successfully arrive at our campsite for
the second night. We were required to independently (with some assistance
from our Somerset leaders) use a topographic map to find our own way to
these campsites.

In the three days and two nights we were at Somerset, each group
experienced countless experiences. Some groups had to cross a river by
walking through it, and some groups encountered a large and deadly death
adder. Collectively, however, everyone enjoyed the phenomenal sceneries
from mountain peaks during the day, and the spectacular view of the starry
sky at night. The second night, once we had arrived at our group campsites,
though it was extremely cold, we huddled around a warm fire and roasted
marshmallows for s’mores, whilst telling scary stories with Mr Huynh. It was an
experience that will never be forgotten. It felt like we were all a family, and
that bond that we had created at camp in just two days was very special.

This is just a small snippet of our time at camp Somerset, and just one
perspective. Nonetheless, it might as well be the best high school opportunity
that we got to experience. From learning new skills, to being a
part of memorable experiences, Year 9 camp is something that upcoming Year
9 students can definitely look forward to!

-Krithika S 

Year 9



Year 9



Year 10 
During the past year there have been a number of events that Year 10 have
been involved in.In the early part of the year, Peer Support leaders were
introduced to their Year 7 groups and assisted them with adjusting to High
School and how to become integrated into our school
Students participated in the Swimming Carnival and Athletics Carnival
and produced pleasing results in the events that they undertook. When
COVID remote learning was in full swing – numerous Recognition
Ceremonies were held via Zoom – thank you to the students who
participated and ran these assemblies during this time.

Mrs. Wallace
Year 10 Year Adviser
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Year 11 for the class of 2022 was a year full of great new
experiences and some challenging moments trying to prepare

for the HSC during online learning. But as always, they have risen
to the occasion and excelled in all aspects of their schooling

life.
 

- Mr Elias, Year 11 Adviser 



In Week 4 of Term 1,
Year 11 had an
enjoyable two days
at their camp at
Collaroy. Although
the camp was
study skills focused
there was also
downtime with a
visit to the beach
and a movie night. 
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YEAR 11 STUDY CAMP 
2021 



The executive of the SRC are all members of Year 11 and were
able to lead a team to create house and school spirit at Penrith
High School.

President - Gabriel Cant 
Vice President - Alan Steny 

Treasurer - Luke Byun
Secretary - Athena Xin Tian Auw

Media Liaison Officer - Soo  Jung Yoo 

SRC 2020/21
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YEAR 11 HIGHLIGHTS
A couple highlights of the charitable

works of the team were the World’s
Greatest Shave, an initiative that

supports those suffering with
leukaemia. Our school community has

raised over $16 000. In addition, the
Bandaged Bear Appeal which is

aimed at supporting sick children and
their families at Westmead Children’s
Hospital. The SRC collaborated with

this initiative, holding many events at
school to fundraise for this rewarding

cause.
 



International Women's Day this
year started early with our
students representing the school
at the International Women's Day
Breakfast as well as our String
Ensemble performing. In addition
some of our amazingly talented
female students provided
artwork for the special event. 
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BOYS OPEN BASKETBALL KNOCKOUT TEAM

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY

The Boys Open Basketball Knockout team
lead by Year 11 players (Abhinav

Santhakumar, Lachlan Stone, Josh Gange,
Rionne Bondal, and Pavethen

Krishnakumaran) qualified for the state
combined high school Championships.

After a gripping 45-38 win against
Deniliquin HS in the final 32 the team

were narrowly defeated by Warners Bay
High School in the state round of 16. 

 



Gabriel Cant was awarded a Youth Award
by the Rotary Club of Nepean recently. The
award was in recognition of his outstanding
leadership as President of the SRC and his
tireless work and enthusiasm in many clubs
across the school while still maintaining
excellent results in his studies.

 

CONGRATULATIONS GABRIEL!
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UN YOUTH GLOBAL ADVOCATE
CONTRIBUTOR

Supreethi Kanta was selected an UN Youth
Global Advocate Contributor the for their annual
magazine for 2021. The aim was to raise
awareness for the theme of bodies through the
medium of their passion; art.

SUPREETHI KANTA
Eye of the Beholder, 2021
Materials used: watercolours, graphite pencils 



A POEM BY ZARYAB AHMED

║: History :║
 

Progression exists within the
interstice of mankind’s cycle: The

moment of clarity before the
script is played again. Humanity
is granted the freedom to lift its

gaze, allowing for a brief
glimpse into the mirror - the

obsolete attitudes of the past in
sight.

 
Until the haze of perceived

righteousness floods the
conscious, as its eyes recede to
the Earth, the curvature of the

horizon is left unseen and
forgotten.
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Year 12 Adviser’s Report
By Susie Grice

 
At last it is time to say our final farewell to the Class of 2021. These are 157 of the most intelligent and talented
students I’ve had the pleasure of working with. Their presence will be greatly missed in the coming years but the

resilience and dedication that they have shown this past year will be remembered. They led the school and their peers
with pride and compassion during times of uncertainty and change. But alongside the lockdown, the delays and the

restrictions, they have also achieved so much. On their final day together at school the end of Term 2, they were
crowned the victors of Quad Schools, an accolade that had never before been achieved by PHS. The joy and mateship
experienced on this day was representational of the bonds they have made across the years. Throughout the year, they

celebrated every occasion, their last swimming carnival, their final athletics carnival and cross country, always
together in a group photo to memorialise their journey and time together. The year has also seen countless individual
achievements, from Ministerial awards to mentorships and competition winners as well as great achievements in the
fields of sport and the arts, and each time these were celebrated by the cohort, striving to raise each other up and

give recognition to their peers. These achievements and personal qualities will follow them as they take their next step
into the post-High School world. Finally, to borrow the words of A. A. Milne ~ “I knew when I met you [6 years ago] an
adventure was going to happen”, and what an adventure it has been. Having watched this amazing group of students
grow over the last 6 years has been an absolute pleasure and a privilege. I have no doubt that they will be successful

in every endeavour they set to accomplish and I wish them all the best on whatever future path they choose.

YEAR 12



A Dedication to the Class of 2021
By Susie Grice, Year 12 Adviser, 2021

 
This is a story all about how

We met Sai, Hemish, Aayushi and Annabel Zhao
January 29 was the momentous day

When we met Vidit, Dhanesh, Christina, Jamieson and Shrey
It was a day to remember, your PHS introduction,
By recess you were called to your first evacuation

That was your first chance to show us your resilience
It wasn’t too long before we also saw your brilliance

You were soon back in class with Miss Butcher, Young and Bales
Kai, Jola, Ann and Mandy I’m sure all have tales

Soon came peer support, swim school and camp
For me it’s when Daniel Biswas was revealed as a champ

By the time the end of Term 3 came along
Ayesha, Shuvoraj, Aamir, Barathkumar, and the rest, had all met Mr Long

The year ended with a JRC project at a hurtling pace
When Ankith, Ram, Tanisha, Susan and the team, staged an Amazing Race

In Year 8, in ‘17, we met Leeanna Yao
I went on leave and Miss Wallace showed you how

In Year 9 we met new friends before the year was through
Anav, Savera, Rida and, of course, Jasmine Zhu
Rynan, Rishabh, Eklavya and Alison gave us a go

It was this year we met future senior prefect, Alyna Arago
Nethmi, Lila, Archanaa T, that’s not all

We also met Chitvan, Jovel, Riddhi and Aakrist Nepal
Year 9 camp was a trek, you slept on hard ground

Darren bought a whole pumpkin, Rohit and Hana limped around
Your final go at NAPLAN was finally here

I’m sure you all joined Yayjin, Matthew and Megha in giving a big cheer
In 2019, you were all in Year 10

Sara, Ramica, Bubleen and Nevil all joined us then
So did Jasmine A and Michaella to round out the team

That already featured Flynn, Ishaya, Adrian, Cathy and Tanzeem
New shirts, new canteen line, wasn’t it sweet

I left you again, this time in the hands of Miss Kwiet
In Year 11 things kicked off, we welcomed Haryum, Siddak, Ziyan and Preetam,

As well as Wardha, Saket, Diya, Samirul and Nashrah Alam
Camp was a hoot, the boys won the challenge

Better luck next time Samuel, Godwyn, Noor, Harshini and Naman
Some time at the beach, entertained by Jumanji 2

I hope you enjoyed it Ariana, Jai and Frank Liu
We learned to study and to sleep and you didn’t make a fuss

When the trip took a bit longer due to a broken down bus
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Now in 6 years it wasn’t all camps and studying and classes

In many other fields these guys showed us their prowess
If you’re talking about running then Luke set the pace

Followed closely by Nick and Marco to finish off the race
Evie was our dancer, and as for the cricket

No one could get passed Sinduja at the wicket
For grade sport Jahin, Izabelle and Durga gave their best
Ravin, Eugene and Jaden put the pool blocks to the test
Miss Kwiet won’t let me forget the game of skill – Chess

So, shout out to the talents of Fabien, Rana, Arnav and Yaejnesh
Olivia, Jamima, Jasraj and Vishwa fought off the haters

As a very successful PHS team of debaters
Ana and Lachlan’s musical talents couldn’t be higher
Rebecca, Varsha and Tamara excelled in the choir

For the school club experience and giving back to the community
Ethan, Jahnavi, Ron, Heethavan and Jolene uphold the school unity

Memorable mentions for overall awesomeness go out to Victoria, Alex and Irene Santillan
As well as to the achievements of Beonrik, Manaswini and Hexuan Zhang

On behalf of the school, I’ll apologise to the following students
For any mix ups that may have occurred without our intent

As there are a few that are called the same
But they all have shown us that they’re more than a name

There’re 2 Robins, 2 Simons, 4 Aryans, that is sure
2 Shrethas, 4 Singhs, 2 Isaacs, 2 Kaurs

Don’t forget the Patels, the Nicoles, the Darrens, the Jasmines and the Nairs
The Prasads, the Shahs, the Daniels and the Kumars, to be fair.

Whether your name is Anang or Prithviraaj or Royce, remember, you’re more than one of the crowd
And in Keeno and Minuli and Mystica, in fact in you all, we couldn’t be more proud

So, we have finally gotten to Year 12 with its trials and tribulations
However you look at it, it deserves a celebration
This year, the last one to join us was Zaid Tamim

And the grade were not hesitant in welcoming him in
In Year 12, you all led the school, Ashvini and Kokulaan the captains

Liz and Shameer as well, the vice captains of champions
Joining Alyna as co-senior prefect, was the compassionate Zach Wan

The prefect team also benefited from the talents of Maddy, Cedric, Yash, Abhijith and Paul Sebastian
As house captains, Rohit, Jen, Rynan, Alison, Guntash and Vedika were awesome

But no one can beat Jerald and Ashley as my home team captains of Lawson
We had some fun times, we got our last cross country, athletics and swim in the pool

But one final highlight was the inaugural victory at Quad Schools
Year 12 has been tough, or at least one to remember

Ansh, Anaf, Navi and Sujanthan I’m sure are happy it’s December
The HSC is over and soon you’ll be on your way

To the next step in your journey and that journey starts today
So, my last words of advice as we put this high school chapter on the shelf

Be kind, work hard and always be true to yourself.
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VIDIT
ARORA

SAI MANAS
ACHANTA

Jersey Name : ACHANTA
Best Memory : Bomb threat first day of
year 7.
Best Achievement :  Graduating.
In Ten Years I Will : celebrate the 10
year anniversary of filling out this
survey.

HEMISH
 AHUJA

Jersey Name : HEMDOG
Quote :  "Dream it. Believe it. Acheive
it."
Best Memory : Camp 2020.
Best Achievement : Quadshcools win.
In Ten Years I Will : Become a
household name.

AAYUSHI

Jersey Name : aayu okay?
Quote : "I'm gonna miss not paying
taxes."
Best Memory : Mr. MacVean's
valuable lessons in Business.
Best Achievement.: Going through 8
English teachers in Year 7.
In Ten Years I Will : not be in school.

AJMERA

NASHRAH
ALAM

Jersey Name : NaSA
Quote :  "Well that's a you problem."
Best Memory : Having to go to
sickbay after getting a mild
concussion while laughing to hard.
Best Achievement : Not dropping
chemistry.
In Ten Years I Will : Still be 155.3cm
tall.

JASMINE
AMIN

Jersey Name : Amin
Quote : "We'll burn that bridge when
we get to it;"
Best Memory : Throwing paper
planes off the library balcony- thanks
Mr Nemeth :-)
Best Achievement : Graduating.
In Ten Years I Will : be knee deep in
student debt.

LILA
ANDERTON

Jersey Name : Leela
Quote : "Never getting a job."
Best Memory : Izabelle falling down
the stairs.
Best Achievement :
In Ten Years I Will :

RIDA
ANSARY

Jersey Name : RIDA SAN-sary
Quote : "With every hardship there is
ease."
Best Memory : Every Friday morning
when everyone's smiles were bright and
I would start work on the garden early.
Best Achievement : Designing a modern
sustainable house with my friends and
winning a competition with it.
In Ten Years I Will : be in a position to
support those who have been
experiencing adversity. I want to be
influential in order to change the
systems in place to work towards a more
just world.

ALYNA
ARAGO

Jersey Name : ARAGO
Quote : "What do you guys think
about this question?"
Best Memory : Being in a breakout
room.
Best Achievement : Breaking the
silence in a breakout room.
In Ten Years I Will : Still be mentally
recovering from breakout rooms.

Jersey Name : VIDITTO
Quote : "Don't ever, for any reason, do
anything, to anyone, for any reason,
ever, no matter what, no matter
where, or who, or who you are with, or
where you are going, or where you
have been, ever, for any reason
whatsoever." 
Best Memory :
Best Achievement :
In Ten Years I Will : be chilling

Students of the 2021 Class



Jersey Name : Atin
Quote : "Just because junior math wasn't
great, doesn't mean you can't do better in
senior math- Sincerely, a person who got
24% in a Year 8 math exam."
Best Memory : The Year 12 formal, simply
chatting outside while appreciating the
breezy scenery.
Best Achievement : Being the person who'd
worry over their future ability to buy a house
based on career choice, rather than
worrying over my next exam block.
In Ten Years I Will : hopefully be happy with
whatever I end up doing.

RAVIN

Jersey Name : Raven
Quote : " I put my grades up for
adoption when I realised I couldn't
raise them."
Best Memory : Quadschools 2021.
Best Achievement : Surviving the
English Advanced course.
In Ten Years I Will : I just used a time
machine and warned myself not to
answer this question.

ARSECULARATNE

NICOLE
ATIN

CHRISTINA
BAIK

Jersey Name : baik
Quote : "cant believe im still here."
Best Memory : The last day of Year
12
Best Achievement : Actually staying
in school for so long.
In Ten Years I Will : do so much more
better than im doing now :-)
forgetting highschool when im rich
and famous

JAMISON
BERIDA

Jersey Name : Jami-san
Quote : "You can do anyting if you
put your mind to it." Selen Tatsuki
2021.
Best Memory : Flashlight.
Best Achievement : 3 digit.
In Ten Years I Will : probably still be
playing osu, prove me wrong future
self :^)

DANIEL
BISWAS

Jersey Name : Danny B
Quote : "Pulling a train requires
gravity, chemistry, action and
reaction; or two fingers if you're
good."
Best Memory : Duke Of Edinburgh.
Best Achievement : Winning
Quadschools.
In Ten Years I Will : not be cancelled.

OLIVIA
BOCK

Jersey Name : a$ap bocky
Quote : sorry to every teacher who
attempted to teach me mathematics.
Best Memory : any time spent with
izabelle <3
Best Achievement : Becoming best
friends with the canteen ladies miss u
loretta!
In Ten Years I Will :

Jersey Name : BHAGAT
Quote : "Nothing is impossible the
word itself says 'i'm possible'."
Best Memory : Spending time with
friends at recess and lunch.
Best Achievement : Scoring the
winning try in touch for Quadschools.
In Ten Years I Will : be successful

SHREY
BHAGAT

LUKE
BOYES

Jersey Name : Boyzee
Quote : “That’s the way the cookie
crumbles.” 
Best Memory : Getting dunked by Mr
Chapple on Duke of Ed.
Best Achievement : Making the 36
every afternoon.
In Ten Years I Will : still be figuring
out what was in Dr C’s bumbag.

JOLA
CANLAS

Jersey Name : jolabee
Quote : "Then she says: I would never
pretend not to know you."
Best Memory : Gold Dukes and
dropping math.
Best Achievement : Probably
Quadschools.
In Ten Years I Will : hopefully have
travelled around the world.



MANDY
CAO

Jersey Name : MANDYtory
Quote : "Why choose regular when you
can choose a large sized milk tea ?"
Best Memory : Gong cha runs when
streamwatch was a sport.
Best Achievement  : Never getting
caught sleeping in class and passing
said classes.
In Ten Years I Will : be 27 years old.

ISAAC
CHANG

Jersey Name : Dr. Jennie K
Quote : "I'm fighting against
dominant narratives of slavery to
come."
Best Memory : Duke Of Edinburgh
adventurous journeys.
Best Achievement : Pulling multiple
all-nighters.
In Ten Years I Will : be working with
Santa Claus!

AYESHA
CHAUDHARY

Jersey Name :
Quote : "Hello, your computer has
virus" - Baljeet
Best Memory : Spilling a bucket of
water in the lab and Ana being flamed
for it.
Best Achievement : Coming second
in course after playing Minecraft in
class all year.
In Ten Years I Will : be making more
bread than Bakers Delight.

EUGENE
CHEN

Jersey Name : MisterE Chen
Quote : "Meditation is temporary, drip
is forever"
Best Memory : Bongafish 28-27
Dragonballers
Best Achievement : Parking in the
school carpark.
In Ten Years I Will :

SIMON
CONCEPCION

Jersey Name : The Immaculate
Concepcion
Quote : "Never change. Or do. I'm not
your boss."
Best Memory : Projector remote.
Best Achievement : Writing a report
on a book I've never read.
In Ten Years I Will : recruit ten other
people and hit the Bellagio, Mirage
and the M.G.M. Grand in one night.

ISHAYA
COSTA

Jersey Name : who ishy ?
Quote : "Dreams aren't what they
used to be."
Best Memory : Getting our jerseys.
Best Achievement : Feeling proud of
my major works and the completion
of the HSC.
In Ten Years I Will : be tending to my
flock of chickens :)

MICHAELLA
DEL ROSARIO

Jersey Name : DEL ROSARIO
Quote : "NCT DREAM 엔시티 드림
‘Hello Future’ MV 0:49 - 1:16."
Best Memory :
Best Achievement :
In Ten Years I Will : be 27 years old.

ISAAC
DHAKAL

Jersey Name : MLGDR
Quote :  ‼   ONE STEP AT A TIME,
WE'RE ALL GONNA MAKE IT   ‼ 
Best Memory : Basket ball with the
boys.
Best Achievement : Graduating.
In Ten Years I Will : be a withered, old
man.

BUBLEEN
DHIMAN

Jersey Name : unbelibubble
Quote : "Music and chamomile tea
can get you through anything."
Best Memory : Getting into my top
picks for uni.
Best Achievement : Surviving 107
days of lockdown in year 12.
In Ten Years I Will : be happy,
hopefully.



ROHIT
GARIKIPATI

Jersey Name : Nice Gari
Quote :" School liked us so much
they had to keep us in year 12 for 5
terms."
Best Memory : Any walkathon.
Best Achievement :
In Ten Years I Will :

HARSHINI
GARNEPUDI

Jersey Name : harshinnit?
Quote : “it eez what it eez.”
Best Memory : MC day 21’
Best Achievement :  Surviving year 9
camp.
In Ten Years I Will :  Idk, I’m too
indecisive for this.

KAI
GUNASEKARA

Jersey Name : Cobra Kai
Quote :
Best Memory : Beating Girraween in
Quadschools.
Best Achievement :  Jumping over 7
PHS students with a scooter in year
11.
In Ten Years I Will : have a copy of
GTA VI.

DANIEL
GUO

Jersey Name : Up & Guo
Quote : "www.youtube.com/watch?
v=0VgIUM1naJ8."
Best Memory : Breaking hand due to
impact with an organic object.
Best Achievement : Flawless Vault of
Glass.
In Ten Years I Will : probably be OK.

TANISHA
GUPTA

Jersey Name :  taani guptaa
Quote :  "If it's meant to be it'll be."
Best Memory : Turning year 10
science class into a year long art
project with Annabel.
Best Achievement : Falling down the
entire flight of stairs at Penrith Station,
and still not breaking a bone
In Ten Years I Will : be living,
laughing and loving life.

GODWYN 
GOMEZ

Jersey Name : God of Wins
Quote :
Best Memory : B
Best Achievement :  
In Ten Years I Will : 

Jersey Name : RandomAccess
Quote : "The harder it is to read, the
more likely it is to succeed."
Best Memory : Fishing my bucket hat
out of the bin.
Best Achievement : Getting into
Penrith.
In Ten Years I Will : buy a boat.

GANESH
RAM

Jersey Name : Grande mocha
Quote : "Manufactured: 2003
Condition: internally damaged."
Best Memory : 2016 bomb threats.
Best Achievement : Pending.
In Ten Years I Will : probably be in
another existential crisis.

FOIROS
ARIANA

Jersey Name : $mulla
Quote : "In my next life, I will be a rock." -
Agust D
Best Memory : Marbles and rocks :)
Best Achievement : Being part of the
school history one way or another - set in
stone.
In Ten Years I Will : Rock and roll!!

DOLAMULLA
HEWA

KANKANAMGE

ASHVINI



JADEN
JONGHYO

Jersey Name : Jamie
Quote : "Say what?"
Best Memory : When Vidit thought I
was joking.
Best Achievement : Costco
wholesale executive member card
holder.
In Ten Years I Will : be able to hold
my breath for at least 5 min.

HA
HANA

Jersey Name : halloumi
Quote : 'Me for all of high school:
brooklyn nine nine, s5, ep3, 18:15."
Best Memory : not really listening in
year ten science lessons (sorry Mr
Roach we love u)."
Best Achievement : Getting 33% on
the physics entrance exam.
In Ten Years I Will  : finally meet harry
styles (it will happen..).

HALLANI
ARNAV

Jersey Name : Arnie
Quote : "Had to put my English marks
up for adoption since I couldn't raise
them." 
Best Memory : Touch footy with the
boys every lunch and recess.
Best Achievement : Doing 3 months
worth of depth study in 3 days and
coming first.
In Ten Years I Will : be watching my
stocks rise to the green ;)

HANGLOO

NOOR
HASAN

Jersey Name : norca
Quote : "god, it’s brutal out here."
Best Memory : 
Best Achievement : Not crying at
school for 5 out of 6 years.
In Ten Years I Will : have a Teuta
Matoshi dress.

FLYNN
HILL

Jersey Name : Flynnmingo
Quote : "ye"
Best Memory :
Best Achievement :
In Ten Years I Will :

CATHY KEXIN
HUANG

Jersey Name :  kitkat
Quote :  "No thank you."
Best Memory : Streamwatch with Mr
Nemeth.
Best Achievement : Making sushi in
Japanese class.
In Ten Years I Will : be 27 years old.

ZIYAN
HUSSAIN

Jersey Name : 04ZHCD
Quote : "Never forget to surround
yourself in people who will always be
there, even in the worst of times."
Best Memory : All the Monopoly deal
games I played with the gang.
Best Achievement : Managing to
remain motivated even when I
wanted to give up.
In Ten Years I Will :

SHAMEER
IFTIKHAR

Jersey Name :
Quote : "And I knew exactly what to
do. But in a much more real sense, I
had no idea what to do." - Michael
Scott
Best Memory : When Ms Scardanas
and I had a water fight after the
sponge throwing activity and she
dumped a whole bucket of water on
me.
Best Achievement : My years of
debating.
In Ten Years I Will : be Happy, Rich
and at Peace.

WARDHA
IJAZ

Jersey Name : Tanoli
Quote : "Stop looking at the caption
look at me."
Best Memory : Any convo with Mr
Lidster.
Best Achievement : Accidentally
changing 'bump it up' to 'bring it on'.
In Ten Years I Will : have visited
Greece.



TAMARA

Jersey Name : 
Quote : 
Best Memory : "It can only go
onwards and upwards from here."
Best Achievement :  Quadschools
2021.
In Ten Years I Will :

JAGLICA
AAMIR

Jersey Name : Cactus Jat
Quote :  "I forgot."
Best Memory : Sleeping in.
Best Achievement : Making friends.
In Ten Years I Will : be alive.

JAT
REBECCA

JIANG

Jersey Name : beccause no
Quote : "I would like to sincerely
thank Wikipedia and SparkNotes."
Best Memory : No trials.
Best Achievement : Surviving 6 years
of assessments.
In Ten Years I Will : still be feeding
mosquitoes.

ANN MARY
JOBY

Jersey Name : ANNoyed
Quote : "if you believe you can,
nothing is impossible.”
Best Memory : Modelling
conglomerates in science with lollies
and chocolate.
Best Achievement : Looking the same
as my year 6 photo... just taller.
In Ten Years I Will :  be looking the
same as my year 12 photo... just taller.

JERALD
JOSE

Jersey Name : Jerry
Quote : "Siuuuuuu!"
Best Memory : Bongafish vs
Dragonballers.
Best Achievement : Winning
Quadschools.
In Ten Years I Will :

ALISON
JOSEPH

Jersey Name : Wonderland
Quote : "I wasn't listening but I
strongly disagree"- April Ludgate
Best Memory : School carnivals!
Best Achievement : Getting through
2 exams on my 17th Birthday.
In Ten Years I Will : have met Taylor
Swift.

EKLAVYA
JOSHI

Jersey Name : BaKlavya
Quote : “Wait a minute. What did you
just say? You're predicting $4-a-
gallon gas? ... That's interesting. I
hadn't heard that.” ― George W. Bush
Best Memory : buying petrol at
below market prices.
Best Achievement : graduating
In Ten Years I Will : be a petrol
vendor in post-apocalyptic Australia.

HARYUM
KANG

Jersey Name : Centre (h,k)
Quote : "Didn’t think I’d make as many
memories as I did in the two years of
school here."
Best Memory : Discord night call with
friends during remote learning.
Best Achievement : haha
achievements.
In Ten Years I Will : Be thinking about
ten years ago.

DIYA
KAPOOR

Jersey Name : oh dear
Quote : "oh you're lost? its your first
day? haha see you around."
Best Memory : Coming home from
year 11 camp.
Best Achievement : Securing the
best lunch spot in school
In Ten Years I Will : have my P's.



GURMEHAR

Jersey Name : Kaurporate
Quote : "Nothing good ever happens
after 2am; just sleep."
Best Memory : Going into a
nationwide lockdown on my 16th
bday.
Best Achievement : Actually reading
the book for wide reading.
In Ten Years I Will : hopefully be
more decisive then I am while
answering this question.

KAUR
JASRAJ

KAUR

Jersey Name : 2Pac ShaKAUR
Quote : "I don’t know what ended up
being lower, my grades or my
attendance."
Best Memory : When Ms Scardanas
and I had a water fight after the
sponge throwing activity and she
dumped a whole bucket of water on
me.
Best Achievement  : My years of
debating.
In Ten Years I Will  : be Happy, Rich
and at Peace.

SAMIRUL
KHAN

Jersey Name : Khan’t
Quote : 
Best Memory :
Best Achievement : 100 for reps.
In Ten Years I Will :  be a Bitcoin
Billionaire.

JAHIN
KHANDOKER

Jersey Name : Plain Jane
Quote : "Wack".
Best Memory :
Best Achievement :
In Ten Years I Will :

CHITVAN
KOCHHAR

Jersey Name : ChittyChitty
Quote : “I learn from the mistakes of
other people.”
Best Memory : Ask Aryan ;-)
Best Achievement : Changing the
English wide reading curriculum.
In Ten Years I Will : be Morgan
Freeman.

SAKET
KODIDE

Jersey Name : sakeTACO
Quote : "I like tacos ok -_- "
Best Memory : Quadschools victory.
Best Achievement : Getting an
award for chemistry despite it being
my worst subject :D
In Ten Years I Will : be 27 years old.

ADITYA
KUMAR

Jersey Name : adiOS
Quote :
Best Memory : Speedrunning
walkathon while listening to
blackpink as discount Darth Vader.
Best Achievement : Calculating the
jump
In Ten Years I Will : 

SANIYA
KUMAR

Jersey Name : VsTheWorld
Quote :
Best Memory :
Best Achievement :
In Ten Years I Will : be Married to
Chris Evans.

CEDRIC
KUTSCHERA

Jersey Name : Club Man
Quote : "God has cursed me for my
hubris and my work is never finished."
- BDG
Best Memory :
Best Achievement :  For a brief
period I ran more than half of the
school’s clubs.
In Ten Years I Will : know how to
cook more things and be happier.



FRANK
LIU

Jersey Name : Storm
Quote : "12 Years for a Mystery Mark."
Best Memory : Hanging out with
friends.
Best Achievement : Fixing a sleep
schedule for like a month.
In Ten Years I Will : hopefully have a
fulfilling job.

ROBIN
LU

Jersey Name : Boy Wonder
Quote : "Everyone sees what you
appear to be, few experience what
you really are."
Best Memory : Everyone frantically
finishing homework in roll call with
the help from friends from grades
above.
Best Achievement : Making life long
friends I can depend on..
In Ten Years I Will : look back at what
seemed like the lowest points in my
life as the fondest of memories.

MEGHA
MAHESH

Jersey Name : MEGHAlodon
Quote : "Why are you running tho?"
Best Memory : When Mr Ferrarin
showed us his Oscar-worthy youtube
video.
Best Achievement :  Ms Craigen
asking me to write a warning in the
beginning of my narrative.
In Ten Years I Will :  be taller.

ANA
MAKSIMOVIC

Jersey Name : makSIMPovic
Quote : "In accordance to all known laws
of aviation, there is no way a bee should be
able to fly. Its wings are too small to get it's
fat little body off the ground. The bee, of
course, flies anyway, because bees don't
care what humans think is impossible."
Best Memory : Scaring the other kids in
my grade in 2018 with my ringworm and
January 29th, 2016.
Best Achievement : Not getting kicked
out of Penrith High for showing up to
school in a bathrobe.
In Ten Years I Will : be debuting as a
mumble rapper under the name LIL
TI$$UE

ABHIJITH
MALIAKAL

Jersey Name : A BEE
Quote :  "Just when I thought I was
out, they pull me back in."
Best Memory : Year 10 science, when
we would try to get Mr Taylor to catch
Yaejnesh laughing.
Best Achievement : 47% , Ag-
In Ten Years I Will : be in debt.

SUJANTHAN
MANOHARAN

Jersey Name : John Wick
Quote : "There is no script except
“HEHEHE SUIIII.”
Best Memory : 2021 Intraschool
Competition.
Best Achievement : Cross Country
age champion 6 years consecutively.
In Ten Years I Will : be known as
John Wick.

ASHLEY
MAO

Jersey Name :  MAOfunction
Quote :  "ur mum."
Best Memory : Crying at yr 9 camp
because they wouldn't let me eat
lunch.
Best Achievement : Not burning my
food anymore.
In Ten Years I Will : be eating
ayesha’s bread.

RYNAN
MICHAEL

Jersey Name : MichaelBJosh
Quote : "You got to enjoy the little
things in life, like blowing bubbles."
Best Memory : 
Best Achievement :
In Ten Years I Will : be going with
Rohit to visit his home town in Sri
Lanka.

YASH
MISHRA

Jersey Name : Mishra
Quote : "I wish there there was a way
to know you were in the good old
days before you actually left them."
Best Memory : Year 10 science
classes.
Best Achievement : Winner of
student spikeball competition.
In Ten Years I Will :  be chilling in my
Ariel Atom.



ANSH

Jersey Name : Mittal
Quote : "Don't look at the end result,
take it one step at a time. You will get
to where you want to be this way."
Best Memory : Yr 9 Camp
Best Achievement : Being part of the
winning quadschools team.
In Ten Years I Will : be chasing my
dreams.

MITTAL

ANKITH

Jersey Name : Ank
Quote : "At least I won't need to
memorise this quote"
Best Memory : Finishing high school.
Best Achievement : Surviving high
school.
In Ten Years I Will : be 10 years older.

NAIKARAPARAMBIL
ARISHA

Jersey Name : BillioNAIR
Quote : "If only I could rely on my
ranks as much as I relied on crutches
throughout high school."
Best Memory : Streamwatch in year
8-10.
Best Achievement : Finishing school
with an attendance above 85%.
In Ten Years I Will : be a billionaire.

NAIR

MINULI
NANAYAKKARA

Jersey Name : MINU LIsa
Quote : "There is no passion to be
found playing small – in settling for a
life that is less than the one you are
capable of living.” - Nelson Mandela.
Best Memory : Year 9 camp.
Best Achievement : Being on the
news on the second day of year 7
alongside the rest of the school.
In Ten Years I Will : hopefully be
happy and well travelled.

AARKIST
NEPAL

Jersey Name : Aakristiano
Quote : 
Best Memory : Yr 12 grad
Best Achievement :  Winning
Quadschools.
In Ten Years I Will :

SIMON
NGO

Jersey Name : N'Golo
Quote : "The result is irrelevant
because the effort was there." - xQc
Best Memory : Quad Schools of 2021
Best Achievement :
In Ten Years I Will :

NAVI
NISSANKA

Jersey Name : NISSANKA
Quote : "When you are backed
against the wall, break the damn
thing down."
Best Memory : Barangaroo Excursion
2019.
Best Achievement : Getting through
high school.
In Ten Years I Will : be an engineer.

ANANG
PANDYA

Jersey Name : ANANGATANG
Quote : "R U SKUNKED BRUV!" By The
Great Rishabh Shrestha
Best Memory : Rap battles after
assembly.
Best Achievement : Joining the
Roadmen in 2020/2021.
In Ten Years I Will : be doing maths.

PRITHVIRAAJ
PARAMASIVAM
BALACHANDAR

Jersey Name : Spicy P
Quote :  "Oh my god! I’m finally
popular enough to be in the
yearbook."
Best Memory : Finishing  the HSC.
Best Achievement : Managing to
finish the HSC.
In Ten Years I Will : be alive.



AARYAN

Jersey Name : PATELlyTubby
Quote :  "me gusta."
Best Memory : Going out with the
boys.
Best Achievement : Being on live tv.
In Ten Years I Will : live in the
Netherlands.

PATEL
FAIRY

Jersey Name : FAIRy ENOUGH
Quote : "Yes, that is my actual name."
Best Memory : During a year 12 maths
class, we were playing charades and I
had to act out "dinosaurs running away
from a meteor shower". Needless to say,
I did a very bad job but it was a super
entertaining class.
Best Achievement : Becoming a
Prefect because I got to experience so
many new things.
In Ten Years I Will : sadly still be short,
but successful.

PATEL
NITYAM

PATEL

Jersey Name : Nityummy
Quote : "An army of lions led by a sheep is
weaker than an army of sheep led by a lion."
Best Memory : Year 7 English with Ms
Elshoura.
Best Achievement : Getting my solo pilot's
qualification at 15.
In Ten Years I Will : Serve Australia as a
pilot/engineer in the air force.

NETHMI
PERERA

Jersey Name : pererarocher
Quote :
Best Memory :
Best Achievement :
In Ten Years I Will :

MARCO
PERRI

Jersey Name : Perri Perri
Quote :
Best Memory : Chilling on the
AstroTurf with the boys.
Best Achievement : Becoming a
prefect.
In Ten Years I Will : be alive.

ETHAN
PHAN

Jersey Name : Ethan Phan
Quote : "Just because you're correct
doesn't mean you're right."
Best Memory : "Bearing witness to
Ansh running into a door. Twice."
Best Achievement : "Finishing the
software design and development
course"
In Ten Years I Will :

AARYEN
PILLAI

Jersey Name : SwgyP
Quote : “Nurries”
Best Memory : 2021 Multicultural
Day
Best Achievement : Getting 3% on an
Italian half yearly.
In Ten Years I Will : adopt a
chimpanzee.

DURGA
POTHURAJU

Jersey Name : DUH-ga
Quote : "I spent 15 000 hours of my
life for a paper and handshake."
Best Memory : 3:20 pm.
Best Achievement : Completing 13
years of schooling.
In Ten Years I Will : be successfully
employed.

DARREN
PRADHAN

Jersey Name : DAZZ
Quote : "Turn your face to the sun
and the shadows will fall behind you."
Best Memory : Duke of Edinburgh
Gold Qualifying Journey 2021 -
Kosciuszko.
Best Achievement : Rolling a
pumpkin up a mountain.
In Ten Years I Will : be flying to Mars.



ANAV

Jersey Name : Mowgli
Quote : "They call me bubbles in the
classroom because I'm always going
with the flow."
Best Memory : Week 10 of Term 2,
Year 12.
Best Achievement : Becoming
Mowgli.
In Ten Years I Will :  be counting the
zeros in my bank account ... from left
to right.

PRASAD
NATASHA

Jersey Name : Romanoff
Quote : "Pack up!"
Best Memory : Year 10 Science.
Best Achievement : Being the
marking standard for every IST
assignment.
In Ten Years I Will : hopefully be
running my own IT company.

PRASAD

ROYCE
PULIKKOTTIL

VINCENT

Jersey Name : RollsRoyce
Quote : "Do something today that
your future self will thank you for."
Best Memory : Walking around the
school for the first time.
Best Achievement : Actually learning
a few life lessons from high school.
In Ten Years I Will : hopefully be
working alongside a hospital as a
pharmacist.

JAHNAVI
RAGIPANI

Jersey Name : frangipani
Quote : "the possibility of all those
possibilities being possible is just
another possibility that can possibly
happen" - mark lee
Best Memory : Making the most
amazing friends and getting to
experience so many things with them
for the first time <3 !!
Best Achievement : My character
development.
In Ten Years I Will : be a victim of
capitalism.

TANZEEM
RAHMAN

Jersey Name : Ramen
Quote : 
Best Memory : Too many good ones
to pick out one :)
Best Achievement : Contrary to the
last, so few that the only one I can
pick out is successfully Graduating. 
In Ten Years I Will : be alive and well.

MYSTICA
RAJAN

Jersey Name : mcr
Quote : “see you space cowboy...”
Best Memory : The ritual sharing of a
Woolies mud cake in the school quad
to celebrate every friend’s birthday.
Best Achievement : Being the fastest
walker in my friend group.
In Ten Years I Will : be reading this
and cringing.

MADELEINE
REEVES

Jersey Name : Lenny S
Quote : "Believe me. Been there, done
that." -Pitbull
Best Memory : Hearing Mr Lidster
yell ‘same as it ever was’ down the
English hallway and scaring a group
of Yr 7s.
Best Achievement : Not coming
dead last in yr10 maths.
In Ten Years I Will : be doing
something, that’s for sure.

DARREN
ROSS

Jersey Name : outgROSSed
Quote : "You make 100% of the shots
you don't miss."
Best Memory : I don't remember
anything.
Best Achievement : Somehow going
from straight C's to the top in math.
In Ten Years I Will : still be trying to
apply Shakespeare lessons to real
life.

SARA
SALEH

Jersey Name : sara-senpai
Quote : "Better to try and fail, than not try at all and
regret it."
Best Memory : Year 11 camp! It was my first and last
high school camp trip and it as awesome! Aside from
the sleep seminars, it was a great trip that I really
enjoyed with my friends - especially the beach and late
night movies.
Best Achievement :  Coming to Penrith in my senior
high school years was tough. It took a lot of effort to
adjust to this new school and its expectation. That
alone I would say was a great achievement and I am
both proud and glad that I didn’t quit and turn back to
my old school. At the end of my first year I received the
University of Sydney Year 10 Academic Excellence
Award and that truly felt like an great achievement and
reward for my hard work.
In Ten Years I Will : like to see myself as  a pharmacists
or physiotherapist working along side my siblings.



KOKULAAN
SANTHAKUMAR

Jersey Name : Kokky
Quote : "Every man has two lives, and the
second starts when they realise that they
only have...one" - Confucius
Best Memory : It was heartwarming to see
everyone rejoice after such a tumultuous
year for our first-ever Quadschools victory.
Best Achievement : Finding my true
family - I'm ever so grateful to have shared
so many positive memories with friends
and teachers, always having my back and
supporting me when things got tough ❤ 

In Ten Years I Will : build a legacy prided
on serving my community and those I love
around me.

IRENE
SANTILAN

Jersey Name : creacionismo
Quote : я звезда навсегда.
девочки! спасибо большое. я вас
люблю!
Best Memory : Jesus Christ
Superstar.
Best Achievement : Convincing Mr
Bates to take his hair out of his
ponytail.
In Ten Years I Will : have made a
movie with a 70%+ score on rotten
tomatoes.

ELIZABETH
SANTOSO

Jersey Name : lizbean
Quote : "One day at a time S02E03
21:24."
Best Memory : Yr 10 science
particularly convincing Mr Taylor to
let us do a lolly practical for bio and
‘toilet vs bathroom’ debates.
Best Achievement : Getting away
with stepping on shameer’s shoes for
12 months.
In Ten Years I Will : be older and
hopefully wiser for it ✨

BARATHKUMAR
SARAVAN

Jersey Name : Barry
Quote : “Hard work beats talent when
talent doesn't work hard.”
Best Memory : Year 11 and Year 12
math lessons.
Best Achievement : Became a better
individual, both intellectually and
morally.
In Ten Years I Will : be living the life.

ANAF
SAYED

Jersey Name : Enough Said
Quote : “There is no quote.”
Best Memory : The Year 9 and Year
11 camps.
Best Achievement : My game:
HexaDecibel.
In Ten Years I Will : be ten years
older.

PAUL
SEBASTIAN

Jersey Name : SEB
Quote : "If you’re going hard enough
left, you’ll find yourself turning right."-
Doc Hudson
Best Memory : Running around
flexing my dislocated pinky to the
disgust of my team.
Best Achievement : face-planting
into a muddy puddle during PASS
and becoming entirely brown.
In Ten Years I Will : be happy.

HEETHAVAN

SENTHILKUMAR

Jersey Name : OFF THE WALL
Quote : 
Best Memory :
Best Achievement : Graduating.
In Ten Years I Will : become elected
President of Sugma.

SAVERA
SHABIH

Jersey Name : 
Quote : "Do."- Harry Styles
Best Memory : 
Best Achievement : 
In Ten Years I Will :  

NEVIL
SHAH

Jersey Name : n3v1l
Quote : "Sleep is for the weak-end."
Best Memory : The banter and
comedy with PMT and Ravioli in
Maths.
Best Achievement : Dhoom Solo.
In Ten Years I Will :  be the answer to
your tech support issues.



VISHWAH
SHAH

Jersey Name : VISH me luck
Quote : "I'd tell you what road I'm
heading on in life, but I don't even
have my license yet."
Best Memory : Year 11 Camp.
Best Achievement : Making up a
business case study on the spot and
getting away with it.
In Ten Years I Will : have lots of good
memories and hopefully be making
many more.

RISHABH
SHRESTHA

Jersey Name : Rishkebab
Quote : "Bruv r u skunked!" - the great
Anang Pandya
Best Memory : Good ones with
Hemdog in engineering.
Best Achievement : Making money
moves with my fellow Roadman
Academy intellects.
In Ten Years I Will : be driptastic and
make bare Ps.

UDAY
SHRESTHA

Jersey Name : uDAY'n'NITE
Quote : "There are no accidents."
Best Memory : The group huddle
after winning Quadschools.
Best Achievement : Nepalese stall.
In Ten Years I Will : be a bodhisattva.

ARYAN

SINGH

Jersey Name : AryySt
Quote : "calm"
Best Memory :  Cage football.
Best Achievement : Roadman
Academy.
In Ten Years I Will : be the same.

RANA
SINGH

JERSEY NAME : BARACK ORANA
QUOTE : " BING BONG" 
BEST MEMORY : STEPPING ON A
SNAKE IN DUKE OF ED.
BEST ACHIEVEMENT : COLLECTING A
3D PRINTED MOUSTACHE AT
ASSEMBLY.
IN TEN YEARS I WILL : HAVE A FAMILY
OF DOGS AND OWN A RESTAURANT.

RIDDHI

SINGH

Jersey Name : singh
Quote : "If I could go back and do it
all again, I wouldn't."
Best Memory : Lunch time visual arts.
Best Achievement : Finshing the
HSC.
In Ten Years I Will : I don't know, but
hopefully contributing to society.

YAEJNESH
SRIKRISHNA

Jersey Name : JIGGI
Quote : "Whenever you think of
quitting just remember why you
started."
Best Memory : Can't give this q
justice if i had to pick one.
Best Achievement : 9407490 on
Subway Surfers.
In Ten Years I Will : be happy.

SINDUJA
SURESHKUMAR

Jersey Name : SURESHKUMAR
Quote : "Eating during class always hits
different."
Best Memory : Duke of Ed memories are
always elite!! And, you can never forget
Multicultural Days!! Oh, and Quad
Schools.
Best Achievement : I can't pick one, but
being awarded Sports Woman of the Year
a few years in a row, helping start the
Penrith Perception Podcast, being
awarded the Minister's Award for Student
Excellence and truly growing as an
individual over the years.
In Ten Years I Will : living out my dream
and helping people achieve theirs, learnt
how to speak Spanish and French, have
travelled HEAPS AND hopefully, I have
grown a few centimetres by then.

ALEXANDER
SUTRINA

Jersey Name : No
Quote : "ok"
Best Memory : When me and
Samirprajeet went surfing.
Best Achievement : Reaching over a
million in dig dig.
In Ten Years I Will :



SAMUEL

Jersey Name : tINTING
Quote : "I'm not a scientist, I'm a
gamer." - Brian David Gilbert
Best Memory :
Best Achievement :
In Ten Years I Will :

TINT

NAMAN

Jersey Name : nah man
Quote : "It is what it is."
Best Memory : Traveling with the
boys to and from school.
Best Achievement : Completing
push up challenge.
In Ten Years I Will : be in control of
my finances.

TIWARI
VARSHA

VENKAT

Jersey Name : Venkat
Quote : "Leave your pointless worries
aside for a moment Let's enjoy
together and remember together." -
BTS
Best Memory : Graduation after 5
terms of Yr12.
Best Achievement : Graduating
highschool, albeit a term late.........
In Ten Years I Will : hopefully be
happy!

ZACH
WAN

Jersey Name : KAHchow
Quote : "Lights on and it's black and
white, I couldn't stay forever." - 21
Best Memory : Summiting Mount
Kosciuszko twice at Duke of Ed Gold.
Best Achievement : 
In Ten Years I Will : be a couch
potato.

NICHOLAS
WHELAN

Jersey Name : Nicky Dub
Quote : "Uffa! Sono Stanco"
Best Memory : Walkathon
Best Achievement : Scraping 10th at
Sydney West XC.
In Ten Years I Will : be living the life.

LEEANNA
YAO

Jersey Name : YAOOOOO
Quote : "Just be nice."
Best Memory : Making
powerpoints 5 mins before it was
due in year 10 science lol.
Best Achievement : Tearing my
acl 20 seconds into an Oztag
game.
In Ten Years I Will : have more
money :D

JOLENE
YAP

Jersey Name : bon YAPetite
Quote : "You may not know what
direction you are running in, what
path you are taking nor the final
destination, but amidst uncertainty,
hard work will get you somewhere.
The morning will come again. No
darkness, no season is eternal."
Best Memory : I can't even remember
what I had for breakfast
Best Achievement : Beating
anaphylaxis and not dying after
accidentally ingesting peanuts on
Multicultural Day, although surviving
5 terms of year 12 definitely comes
close for first too.
In Ten Years I Will : be suffering from
success.

Jersey Name : aARCHooo!
Quote : "If i got a dollar for every time
i forgot the ' +c ' when integrating, i'd
be on Forbes list."
Best Memory : mc day 2021 <3
Best Achievement : Never being sent
to the accounts office by my teacher
to change my attendance because I
was late to class :D
In Ten Years I Will : still be telling
people how to say my last name.

THAYANANTHARAJAH
ARCHANAA

Jersey Name : TimTam
Quote : "Music is my religion, and I
think people finally respect it."
Best Memory : Multicultural Day and
Quad schools.
Best Achievement : Sitting next to
The N3V1L.
In Ten Years I Will : become world
famous and provide clout for
everybody.

TELUGU
PREETAM



HEXUAN

Jersey Name : Hex-a-gone
Quote : "If i had a dollar for every time
my name was mispronounced i
would have over 50, it's not a lot of
money but the amount of times that it
happened was incredible."
Best Memory : My first piano
performance in front of the school.
Best Achievement : Running a
somewhat successful stall on
multicultural day.
In Ten Years I Will :

ZHANG
ANNABEL

Jersey Name : AZn
Quote : "Be selectively academic in
an academically selective school."
Best Memory : Turning Mr Burns'
Year 10 Science into a year-long art
class with Tanisha.
Best Achievement : Spending all of
business studies online shopping and
then blitzing the exams.
In Ten Years I Will : Amass an eight-
figure net worth (we're starting small).

ZHAO

JASMINE

Jersey Name : ZHUm ZHUm
Quote : "Ladies and gentlemen, it was
lovely to have you this year. see you
next year...or not. hehehe. "
Best Memory : I  can't remember.
Best Achievement : Not accidentally
setting the kitchen on fire... yet
In Ten Years I Will : have graduated.

ZHU

Jersey Name : ShowSumManas
Quote : "They asked me what's the
matter dough. I said donut worry."
Best Memory : Multicultural Days.
Best Achievement : Productivity
levels in math.
In Ten Years I Will : Hopefully be
taller.

YERRAMSETTY
VENKATA
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